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Obtaining a reliable interaction data set describing the human interactome is a 

milestone yet to be reached. The past few years has seen tremendous progress in 

elucidating the yeast interactome. Experimental approaches for obtaining large-scale 

protein interaction data coupled with powerful computational methods for combining 

these data sets and for predicting functional relations between genes have been successful 

in tackling the yeast interactome. The concerted development of visualization techniques 

and the progress in the field of network biology has provided us with tools to evaluate, 

analyze, and interpret the interactome.  

 

Although techniques are being scaled to tackle mammalian genomes, as witnessed 

by the first protein interaction networks for fly and worm we are far from a complete map 

of the human interactome. Human genes create additional challenges due to molecular 

complexity, tissue specificity, and alternate splicing. It therefore becomes important to 

build well-annotated benchmarks and accuracy measures to evaluate new data. 
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Here, we describe three methods that provide a framework to build a 

comprehensive human interactome. We have developed a novel algorithm for predicting 

protein interaction partners based on comparing the position of proteins in their 

respective phylogenetic trees. We establish two tests of the accuracy of human protein 

interaction data sets and integrate the small-scale human interaction data sets using a Log 

likelihood framework. The benchmarks and the consolidated interaction set will provide a 

basis for determining the quality of future large-scale human protein interaction assays. 

Lastly, based on patterns of conserved co-expression of human gene pairs and their 

orthologs from 5 different organisms (A. thaliana, M. musculus, D. melanogaster, C. 

elegans, and Yeast) we predict protein interactions, and test them against the benchmarks 

established by us. By combining the existing interaction data sets, we build a network of 

61,974 interactions between 9,642 human proteins and cluster the network to show 

examples representative of the quality of the interactions in the network. 

The methods, benchmarks and the Log likelihood framework, we hope, would 

enable us to build a comprehensive human interactome. 
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Chapter 1:  Introduction 

The fundamental goal of molecular biology is to obtain a comprehensive 

understanding of the intricate workings of the cell, to explain the systems within the cell, 

their organization and interactions with one another, and the order and complexity 

derived from the interplay between these systems. The sequencing of multiple genomes 

has provided us with vast quantities of data to begin working at this biological puzzle. 

The concerted development of experimental techniques and computational methods has 

provided us with a new set of tools to tackle these questions. These efforts have been 

fairly successful in providing insights into the inner workings of the cell.  

 

Interactomes are genome-wide representations of the interactions that the genes 

are involved in, at the physical, functional and the pathway level and represent the 

summary of large amounts of protein interaction data. They are very useful in the study 

and the analysis of protein interactions and provide a global framework for both data 

representation and interpretation. Over the past several years there have been tremendous 

improvement in both experimental techniques, for data generation (yeast two-hybrid, 

affinity chromatography/mass spectrometry, and synthetic lethal assays), and 

computational methods for obtaining new data (genome context methods) as well as for 

the synthesis of existing data sets based on a probabilistic framework (Jansen et al. 2003; 

Lee et al. 2004) . The concurrent development of network biology  and visualization 

techniques to study features of protein interaction networks has aided in better data 

interpretation (Adai et al. 2004; Barabasi et al. 2004).  
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Due to the relative simplicity and ease of manipulation, most of the initial focus 

has been towards unraveling the yeast interactome. This includes genome-wide protein 

interaction assays using yeast two-hybrid technology (Uetz et al. 2000; Ito et al. 2001), 

affinity chromatography/mass spectrometry (Gavin et al. 2002; Ho et al. 2002), synthetic 

lethal assays (Tong et al. 2001; Tong et al. 2004), and genome context methods 

(Eisenberg et al. 2000; Mellor et al. 2002; Rzhetsky et al. 2004). Success in these areas 

(Jansen et al. 2003; Lee et al. 2004), even given the limited accuracy of these 

technologies, has led to the application of the yeast two-hybrid method for the fly (Giot et 

al. 2003) and the worm (Li et al. 2004) proteomes, providing initial steps toward the 

maps of the fly and the worm interactomes.  

 

Only minimal progress has been made with respect to the human proteome. No 

large-scale high-throughput assays have been done for the human proteome and most of 

the existing data comes from the compilation of a few small-scale data sets that can be 

collected from a few databases. Table 1 shows a comparison of the interaction data sets 

available for four of the well-studied organisms and summarizes the contrast in the 

availability of data for the human interactome.  

 

Here, we present three methods that help to better our understanding of protein 

interactions, and get us closer towards a more complete human interactome. The first of 

the three methods shows that by using evolutionary relationships within interacting 

protein families, it is possible to predict their physical interaction specificities. Predicting 

interaction specificity, such as matching members of a ligand family to specific members 

of a receptor family, is largely an unsolved problem (Chambers et al. 1999; Saito et al. 

1999; Hsu et al. 2002). Here we introduce the computational method of matrix alignment 
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for finding the optimal alignment between protein family similarity matrices and a second 

method of 3D embedding to visualize the interacting partners via spatial representation of 

the protein families. These methods essentially align phylogenetic trees of interacting 

protein families to define specific interaction partners. Prediction accuracy depends 

strongly on phylogenetic tree complexity, as measured with information theoretic 

methods (Shannon 1997). These results, along with simulations of protein evolution, 

suggest a model for the evolution of interacting protein families in which interaction 

partners are duplicated in coupled processes. Using these methods, it is possible to 

successfully find protein interaction specificities, as demonstrated for >18 protein 

families (Ramani et al. 2003). 

 

In order to prepare for large-scale protein interaction studies in human, we wished 

to establish tests for the accuracy of future interaction assays and to consolidate the 

known interactions among the human proteins. We established two tests of the accuracy 

of human protein interaction data sets and measured the relative accuracy of the available 

data. We then developed and applied natural language processing and literature-mining 

algorithms to recover from Medline abstracts 6,580 interactions among 3,737 human 

proteins (Ramani et al. 2005). A three-part algorithm was used: first, human protein 

names were identified in Medline abstracts using a discriminator based on conditional 

random fields, then interactions were identified by the co-occurrence of protein names 

across the set of Medline abstracts, filtering the interactions with a Bayesian classifier to 

enrich for legitimate physical interactions. These mined interactions were combined with 

existing interaction data to obtain a network of 31,609 interactions among 7,748 human 

proteins, accurate to the same degree as the existing data sets. These interactions and the 

accuracy benchmarks will aid interpretation of current functional genomics data and 
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provide a basis for determining the quality of future large-scale human protein interaction 

assays.  

 

With the advent of microarray technology, we now have the capacity to estimate 

the mRNA expression levels in the cells at various conditions (Schena et al. 1995). If two 

genes have correlated expression patterns across many conditions, it allows us to infer 

that the genes work together, and are functionally interacting.  An analysis of expression 

patterns of orthologous genes has shown that the correlation in expression can be used to 

transfer functional information across species (Stuart et al. 2003; Bergmann et al. 2004). 

We put this feature to use and analyze the co-expression of human genes and their 

orthologs in five organisms (A. thaliana, M. musculus, D. melanogaster, C. elegans, and 

Yeast) and infer patterns of co-expression that are consistent with similarity in the 

functions of the genes involved. By using these patterns of co-expression as the basis, we 

infer 9,000 new interactions with accuracy comparable to existing small-scale human 

protein interaction data sets and build a more comprehensive interaction data set of 

61,971 interactions between 9,642 human proteins. Based on clustering methods we show 

examples of protein interactions that can be inferred from such a network-based analysis.  

 

Using these methods we were able to make a first pass at tackling the human 

interactome and building a network of human interactions. In order to build a more 

comprehensive human interaction network, we would have to use existing methods and 

develop new tools and techniques for obtaining large-scale human protein interaction 

data sets and integrate them. The two accuracy benchmarks and the statistical framework 

developed here will hopefully aid us in building a complete network of human protein 

interactions. 
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Table 1.1 Interaction data set coverage.  

Current estimates, by species and type of experiment, of the volume of large-scale 
experimental protein-protein interaction data available in the public domain (adapted 
from (Bork et al. 2004)). 

 

  Proteins Interactions 

  S. cerevisiae 

        

934 (Uetz et al. 2000) 854 
Two-hybrid assays 

4131(Ito et al. 2001) 3986 

1361(Gavin et al. 2002) 3221(spoke) 31304(matrix)Affinity purification/Mass 
spectrometry 1560 (Ho et al. 2002) 3589(spoke) 25333(matrix)

Protein Arrays 10 (Newman et al. 2003) ~30 

Synthetic Lethal 1029 (Tong et al. 2004) 3627 

DIP (small scale only) ~400 (Xenarios et al. 2002) ~3000 

  C. elegans 

Two-hybrid assays 2898 (Li et al. 2004) 4000 

  D. melanogaster 

Two-hybrid assays 7048  (Giot et al. 2003) 
(4679 core) 20405        (4780 core) 

  H. sapiens / M. musculus 

Affinity purification/Mass 
spectrometry 32 (Bouwmeester et al. 2004) 221 

Protein Arrays 49 (Newman et al. 2003) ~450 

DIP (small scale only) 1177 (Xenarios et al. 2002) 1312 

HPRD (small scale) 2750 (Peri et al. 2004) 10534 
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Chapter 2: Exploiting the co-evolution of interacting proteins to 
discover interaction specificity 

 

Protein interaction specificity is vital to cell function, but the maintenance of such 

specificity requires that it persist even through the course of strong evolutionary change, 

such as the duplication and divergence of genes. Binding specificities of duplicate genes 

(paralogs) often diverge, such that new binding specificities are evolved. Given that such 

paralogous gene families abound, such as the >560 serine-threonine kinases in the human 

genome (Pruitt et al. 2001), predicting interaction specificity can be difficult, especially 

when paralogs exist for both interaction partners. In these cases, the number of potential 

interactions grows combinatorially. This ambiguity can easily complicate the matching of 

ligands to specific receptors, and for such reasons, identification of ligands for orphan 

receptors is an important, but largely unsolved, problem (Chambers et al. 1999; Saito et 

al. 1999; Hsu et al. 2002). 

 

Computational methods for discovering specific protein interactions fall into three 

broad categories: (i) the identification of specific protein sequence or structural features 

indicative of protein interaction partners, such as sequence signatures (Sprinzak et al. 

2001), correlated mutations (Lockless et al. 1999; Pazos et al. 2002), and surface patches 

(Lichtarge et al. 1996; Jones et al. 1997); (ii) the use of genomic context (Huynen et al. 

2000) to identify interaction partners, exploiting information such as gene order 

(Dandekar et al. 1998; Overbeek et al. 1999), gene fusions (Enright et al. 1999; Marcotte 

et al. 1999), and phylogenetic profiles (Pellegrini et al. 1999), and (iii) the use of 
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phylogenetic trees to account for the co-evolution of interacting proteins (Fryxell 1996; 

Hughes et al. 1999; Goh et al. 2000; Koretke et al. 2000; Pazos et al. 2001). 

 

Of these three classes, the third is of specific interest: the hypothesis underlying 

these approaches is that interacting proteins often exhibit coordinated evolution, and 

therefore tend to have similar phylogenetic trees. Goh et al. (Goh et al. 2000) 

demonstrated this by showing that chemokines and their receptors have very similar 

phylogenetic trees, as do individual domains of a single protein such as phosphoglycerate 

kinase. Detailed phylogenetic studies of the two-component signal transduction system 

(Koretke et al. 2000) show that a phylogenetic tree constructed from two-component 

sensor proteins has a similar structure to that from two-component regulator proteins. 

 

Here, we exploit this tendency for interacting proteins to have similar 

phylogenetic trees, and present a general computational method for the identification of 

specific interaction partners in such protein families. We provide an information-theoretic 

interpretation of when the method is appropriate, and present a model that emerges for 

the evolution of interacting proteins. 
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RESULTS 

Prediction of interactions by matrix alignment 

Figure 2.1A presents the phylogenetic trees of two families of interacting 

proteins, the Ntr-type two component sensors and their corresponding regulators. There is 

striking similarity in the relative placement of interacting protein pairs across the two 

trees: The ntrC proteins from E. coli and S. typhimurium are adjacent in the regulator tree, 

as are their interaction partners (ntrB) in the sensor tree. Likewise, the ntrC proteins are 

roughly equidistant in the regulator tree from the hydG regulator proteins; their 

interacting partners in the sensor tree maintain this relationship. Many details of the 

overall tree structure are shared between the ligand and receptor tree, as noted previously 

for two component sensor/regulators (Koretke et al. 2000) and for 

chemokines/chemokine receptors (Goh et al. 2000).  

 

Figure 2.1B presents the simplest such case of interaction partners, in which each 

interacting protein (e.g. GyrA and GyrB) has a single paralog (e.g. ParC and ParE, 

respectively, which interact specifically with each other).  Again, the trees of the 

interacting partners are notably similar.  In fact, even the halves of the trees specific to 

each paralog are similar, as the GyrA half strongly resembles both the GyrB and ParE 

halves.  However, a careful examination of branch lengths indicates subtle differences 

between the halves, such as is indicated by the arrows in Figure 2.1B, such that the 

correct interaction partners (GyrA with GyrB, and ParC with ParE) have the most similar 

subtrees. 

 

  



 

 

 

 
 
 

Figure 2.1 Comparison of phylogenetic trees. 

(A). A comparison of the phylogenetic trees of Ntr-family two component sensor 
histidine kinases and their corresponding regulators. Circles enclose orthologous genes. 
Interacting proteins, colored similarly, sit in similar positions in the two trees.  (B) A 
comparison of the phylogenetic tree of the GyrA and ParC proteins with the tree of their 
corresponding interaction partners, GyrB and ParE, colored as in (A).  Bold arrows 
indicate an example of differing branch lengths which help to distinguish the Gyr and Par 
subtrees. (adapted from (Ramani et al. 2003)). 
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In order to exploit the evolutionary information contained in such interacting 

protein families, we developed an algorithm that is conceptually equivalent to 

superimposing the phylogenetic trees of the two protein families. This approach, which 

we term matrix alignment and which is implemented in the program MATRIX, is 

diagrammed schematically in Figure 2.2.  

 

Rather than directly compare the phylogenetic trees, the corresponding similarity 

matrices are compared to each other, each matrix summarizing the evolutionary 

relationships between the proteins within one sequence family. One matrix is shuffled, 

maintaining the correct relationships between proteins but simply reordering them in the 

matrix, until the two matrices maximally agree, minimizing the root mean square 

difference between elements of the two matrices. Interactions are then predicted between 

proteins heading equivalent columns of the two matrices. For matrix alignment, 

MATRIX currently applies a stochastic simulated annealing-based algorithm. 



  

 

 

Figure 2.2 The matrix alignment method for predicting protein interaction specificity.  

Proteins in family A interact with those in family B. In each family, a similarity matrix 
summarizes the proteins’ evolutionary relationships. The algorithm uses the similarity 
matrices to pair up the genes in the two families. Columns of matrix B are reordered 
(along with their corresponding rows in the matrix) such that the B matrix agrees 
maximally with matrix A, judged by minimizing the root mean square difference 
(r.m.s.d.) between elements in the two matrices. Interactions are then predicted between 
proteins heading equivalent columns of the two matrices. Adapted from (Ramani et al. 
2003). 
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Matching two component sensors to regulators 

As a first test of matrix alignment, we examined the Ntr-type two component 

sensor and regulator families of Figure 2.1. Binding partners were assigned according to 

the KEGG pathway database (Kanehisa et al. 2004) resulting in a set of 14 interactions, 

spanning genes from eight organisms. Matrix alignment was performed, testing 

specifically whether or not the genes from one genome (for example, the 4 E. coli 

regulators) could be matched to their correct binding partners (here, the 4 E. coli sensor 

proteins). 

 

The results following 100 runs of simulated annealing are presented in Table 2.1 

(and later summarized in Figures 2.4 and 2.5). Diagonal entries in the table correspond to 

the correct binding partners, and the values reported in each table cell indicate the 

fraction of simulated annealing runs in which the corresponding proteins were predicted 

to be binding partners. For example E. coli atoS is paired correctly with E. coli atoC 95% 

of the time (in 95 of the 100 runs); as this match outscores any other matches for atoS or 

atoC, these are predicted to be interaction partners. In a typical run, the starting r.m.s.d. 

between the sensor and regulator similarity matrices was ~0.242; following application of 

the algorithm, it was ~0.207. For comparison, the correct pairing corresponded to an 

r.m.s.d. of 0.181, indicating that the algorithm typically found a solution that efficiently 

minimized the r.m.s.d. but still did not find the global optimum from among the 14!, or 

~1011, possible solutions. 

 



 
 

Table 2.1 Prediction of protein interactions between interacting protein families by the 
method of matrix alignment.   

The top table indicates the predicted interactions between Ntr-type two component 
sensors and regulators, and the bottom table indicates the predicted interactions between 
CKR-type chemokines and chemokine receptors.  The diagonal of each matrix represents 
the correct known interacting pairs based on the assignments of the KEGG database (top) 
or measured binding affinities (bottom). Each table entry represents the fraction of matrix 
alignment runs in which a given interaction was predicted.  Solid boxes represent the 
predicted interaction partners observed in the highest fraction of the runs, while dashed 
line boxes represent the interaction partners predicted when allowing interactions 
between orthologs.   There is an ambiguity in the interaction partners of the 
chemokine/chemokine receptors, indicated by bold dashed boxes, leading to either two 
correct or two incorrect predictions. Adapted from (Ramani et al. 2003). 
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To assess the accuracy of the interaction prediction, two values were examined: the 

stringent accuracy, defined as the accuracy of exact matches of known binding partners, 

and the effective accuracy, which was evaluated by accepting matches to orthologous 

protein family members (such as correctly matching ntrB to ntrC, but with the match 

occurring between the E. coli protein and the S. typhimurium protein, rather than E. coli 

with E. coli.) Because the species is known in every case, we can typically increase the 

accuracy by considering the orthologs. For the Ntr-type two component regulator/sensor 

case, the stringent accuracy was 57% while the effective accuracy was 86%. All four E. 

coli proteins were correctly matched to their interaction partners, as were the S. 

typhimurium proteins. Thus, inherent information exists in the phylogenetic trees of the 

two families that can be automatically extracted to predict protein interaction partners. 

 

Visualization of protein interaction partners by 3D embedding 

In order to summarize in a clear manner the many evolutionary relationships and 

interactions, we developed a method, termed 3D embedding and diagrammed in Figure 

2.3, for effectively visualizing the aligned similarity matrices and predicted protein 

interaction partners: Coordinates in three-dimensional space are assigned to proteins in a 

sequence family such that the spatial separation of the proteins is proportional to the 

evolutionary distances between the proteins described in the similarity matrix. Protein 

interaction partners can then be visualized by assigning coordinates to each protein in the 

two protein families that interact with each other, followed by superposition of one 

family onto the other by least squares minimization of the distance between interacting 

partners. During this superposition, the relative distances between the proteins of a 

sequence family are unchanged—instead, only the orientation of the resulting 
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“constellation” of proteins in one family is changed relative to the proteins of the other 

family, as shown in Figure 2.3. 



 
 

Figure 2.3 3-D Visualization of protein interactions 

 To visualize protein families, proteins are plotted in three-dimensional space such that 
each protein is separated from other proteins in its family by distances dij proportional to 
the evolutionary similarities sij in the family’s similarity matrix. To visualize interactions 
between two protein families (labeled A and B), the families are superimposed by rigid 
body least squares fit of the predicted interaction partners onto each other. Adapted from 
(Ramani et al. 2003). 
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Figure 2.4 shows the application of 3D embedding to the Ntr regulator/sensor 

proteins. In this example, the proteins are aligned such that the distances between the 

predicted interaction partners are minimized. As can be seen in the figure, proteins cluster 

in distinct regions in space, mirroring the adjacent placement of orthologs in the 

phylogenetic trees of Figure 2.1. Interacting protein partners generally sit close to each 

other in space. Orthologs appear to exhibit little apparent preference for their precise 

positions within a particular spatial cluster, consistent with the tendency of the matrix 

alignment algorithm to assign interactions to orthologous protein sequences rather than 

the sequences of the correct species. From Figure 2.4, it is obvious that matrix alignment 

succeeds in finding quite complex relationships that successfully satisfy the many 

constraints, such as matching yfhA to yfhK, rather than the potentially closer hydH, in 

order that both S. typhimurium and E. coli hydH interactions could be predicted. 

 

Figure 2.5 shows the application of 3D embedding to the simpler problem of 

matching interaction partners given the right pair and a homologous pair as competition. 

The solution demonstrates the extreme robustness of matrix alignment for such simple 

cases. Here, interactions are mapped between the homologs GyrA and ParC (from 10 

organisms, as shown in Figure 2.1B) with their respective interaction partners GyrB and 

ParE.  In the figure, the Gyr proteins are spatially well-separated from the Par proteins, 

illustrating the ability of 3D embedding to separate members of a protein family into their 

functional subtypes. In all cases, GyrA proteins are paired with GyrB proteins, while 

ParC proteins are paired with ParE proteins. As with Figure 2.4, the interacting partners 

tend to be clustered in space. 14 out of the 20 interactions are predicted correctly; when 

matches to orthologs are allowed, all 20 interactions (100%) are correctly predicted.  

 



 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.4 Stereo view of Ntr-type two component system 

A side-by-side stereo diagram representing the predicted and known interactions between 
Ntr-type two component sensors (dark spheres) and regulators (light spheres). Solid lines 
indicate interactions predicted by matrix alignment and dashed lines indicate known 
interaction partners for cases with incorrect predictions. 12 out of 14 interactions are 
correctly predicted; if predictions to orthologous proteins are allowed, only the 
predictions for A. aeolicus are incorrect. Adapted from (Ramani et al. 2003). 
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Figure 2.5 Stereo view of GyrA/B ParC/E interactions 

Stereo diagram of the interactions between GyrA (dark grey spheres) and its homolog 
ParC (black spheres) with their respective interaction partners GyrB (light grey spheres) 
and its homolog ParE (white spheres). Solid lines indicate interactions predicted by 
matrix alignment and dashed lines indicate known interaction partners for cases with 
incorrect predictions. The Gyr and Par proteins are separated into distinct spatial regions 
in the process of 3D embedding. With the exception of the C. crescentus proteins, 
interaction partners consistently sit adjacent to one another in space. Adapted from 
(Ramani et al. 2003). 
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The effects of phylogenetic tree structure on inferring protein interactions  

Since phylogenetic relationships and tree structure form the foundation of this 

approach, we investigated the importance of tree structure to the method’s success.  For 

example, we expect pairs of proteins in a tree which are highly similar to each other to be 

difficult to distinguish when assigning interaction partners, as in the case of the E. coli / 

S. typhimurium ntrC/ntrB proteins of Figure 2.1A that are incorrectly paired up in Table 

2.1.  Several such pairs of similar proteins can even lead to alternate, equally scoring 

solutions, as is the case for the CKR-type chemokines and their receptors in Table 2.1.  In 

this example, the mouse/rat EOTA chemokines are predicted to bind the mouse/rat CKR2 

and CKR3 receptors with equal confidence, so the precise binding partners are obscured 

by this underlying symmetry in the phylogenetic trees. 

 

In order to systematically test the relationship between tree structure and matrix 

alignment, protein phylogenetic trees with differing complexities were created by 

simulating the evolution of a single protein into a protein family. Pairs of trees, 

representing co-evolved interaction partners, were created in coupled simulations and 

were analyzed by matrix alignment. By systematically varying the complexity of the trees 

created, the contribution of tree complexity to the effectiveness of matrix alignment could 

be examined. 

 

For a given simulation of one protein (the progenitor protein) evolving into a 

family, tree complexity was controlled by specifying the frequency at which the 

progenitor protein was duplicated as compared to other proteins in the growing tree. Each 

new protein was added to the family by duplicating, with mutation, an existing protein 
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under the following rule: the progenitor protein was duplicated with probability po, and a 

different protein in the family (chosen at random) was duplicated with probability 1 - po. 

In this way, trees generated with po ~ 1 are composed only of direct duplications of the 

progenitor protein, with all proteins approximately the same evolutionary distance from 

each other.  These trees are quite simple and approximately radial in structure, as 

illustrated in the inset in Figure 2.6.  In contrasts, trees generated with po ~ 0 are more 

complex in structure, since lifting the requirement to duplicate the progenitor protein 

allows more complex patterns of duplications to occur and produces more diverse 

evolutionary relationships between the proteins.   

 

To simulate the evolution of protein interaction partners, two families were 

“evolved” in a coupled fashion from two initial seed sequences, generated randomly as 

described in the Methods section, with the choice of protein to be duplicated at each step 

forced to be equivalent for the two families. For example, if in protein family A, the 

second protein was duplicated to create the third, then the second protein would be 

duplicated to create the third in family B as well. In this manner, the trees would be 

similar, though not identical, as stochastic mutations were introduced with each 

duplication as described in the Methods section. 

 

Following each simulation, interactions between the two simulated interacting 

sequence families were predicted by matrix alignment. The results, plotted in Figure 2.6, 

indicate that tree complexity is strongly correlated with algorithm performance. 

Predictive accuracy increases with increasing tree complexity, consistent with our 

intuition that simple trees are ambiguous about relationships between proteins, and 

therefore are less useful for predicting interactions in the manner we have described. 



 

 

 

Figure 2.6 Accuracy of matrix alignment depends strongly on the complexity of the 
phylogenetic trees. 

Simulations of the evolution of interacting proteins indicate that the tree complexity, 
measured by constraining simulated trees to be more or less radial, limits the accuracy of 
matrix alignment. Adapted from (Ramani et al. 2003). 
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Figure 2.7 Relationship between tree complexity and accuracy 

As complexity increases, accuracy increases. This relationship is exploited in (top panel), 
which shows that mutual information of similarity matrices correlates with prediction 
accuracy. Results from simulations involving pairs of protein families of different sizes 
indicate that as the mutual information of the similarity matrices increases, interaction 
prediction accuracy increases.  Mutual information values are calculated in bins of width 
0.1.  (bottom panel) This trend is confirmed in 34 actual interacting protein families, 
listed in Table 2.2. By allowing matches to orthologous proteins, the effective accuracy 
of the algorithm (white diamonds) is considerably higher than the stringent accuracy from 
exact matches (black squares).  Matrix alignment significantly outperforms random 
choices of interaction partners (white squares). Adapted from (Ramani et al. 2003). 
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Table 2.2 Performance of matrix alignment at predicting diverse protein interaction 
partners.  

   

* Number of proteins in a family of interacting proteins (e.g., number of columns in the 
corresponding similarity matrix). Adapted from (Ramani et al. 2003). 
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A score that quantitatively predicts the accuracy of matrix alignment 

As simulations demonstrate a clear dependence of the success of matrix alignment 

upon the complexity of the phylogenetic trees, we asked if a measure of agreement 

between similarity matrices that also considered tree complexity would accurately predict 

the algorithm’s performance. One such measure is the mutual information (Shannon 

1997) of the similarity matrices, which is a function of both the entropy of the matrices, 

taking into account the phylogenetic tree complexity, and the agreement of the two 

similarity matrices with each other.  

 

Interaction prediction accuracy was compared to the mutual information of the 

similarity matrices from simulations of pairs of co-evolving families of 10, 15, or 20 

proteins of varying tree complexity. Results, plotted in Figure 2.7(top), indicate that the 

mutual information correlates well with the prediction accuracy, with higher values of 

mutual information corresponding to higher prediction accuracy. No significant 

dependency of the measure on the size of the protein family was observed. 

 

To extend this analysis to real data and test the general applicability of matrix 

alignment, we evaluated its performance on 34 sets of actual protein interaction partners, 

listed in Table 2.2, including the Omp-, Nar-, Cit-, and Lyt-type two component 

sensor/regulator proteins, the CKR- and CCR-type chemokine/chemokine receptors, and 

membrane/substrate binding protein and interacting membrane protein components of 

ABC transporters. We tested simpler binary interactions, such as matching the paralogs 

gyrase A or parC with their specific partners, gyrase B and parE, respectively. Finally, we 

also tested the matching of phylogenetic trees composed of single interaction partners but 
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from multiple species to see if they lent themselves to a similar analysis. Each set of 

interaction partners was analyzed by matrix alignment, and the prediction accuracy from 

the analyses (reported in Table 2.2) was compared to the mutual information of the 

corresponding sequence similarity matrices. 

 

A plot of the mutual information values against the prediction accuracy (bottom 

panel of Figure 2.7) shows a clear positive correlation (R = 0.7; Accuracy = (63.29 * MI) 

- 7.35), significantly outperforming random expectations and indicating that mutual 

information can be used an independent measure of the prediction accuracy. A mutual 

information value of 0.9 corresponds roughly with a stringent prediction accuracy of 

50%; a mutual information value of 1.3 corresponds to ~75% accuracy. The effective 

accuracies consistently exceed these values. The trend line from the simulations agrees 

within error to the actual protein interactions examined, indicating that the mutual 

information measure correctly models both phylogenetic tree complexity and similarity, 

and is an appropriate measure for the prediction of protein interaction partners.  
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DISCUSSION 

Here, we present an automated method to predict protein interaction partners 

based upon similarity between the phylogenetic trees of interacting proteins. The method 

is effective, especially when combined with a quantitative score that correctly predicts 

the method’s performance that arises from an information theoretic analysis of the 

complexity of the phylogenetic trees and their similarity to each other. Although we have 

specifically focused on interacting protein families of identical size, the method is easily 

generalized to families of different sizes by finding the subset of proteins in the larger 

family that best matches the proteins in the smaller family. Also, we have presented an 

approach based on optimization; it is reasonable to expect that methods of lower 

algorithmic complexity are available.  Although we describe the hardest case for the 

algorithm, in which any protein can interact with any partner, in practice a branch-and-

bound approximation is likely to greatly reduce the search space and improve the 

algorithm’s performance.  This improvement could be made by allowing similarity 

matrix columns to be exchanged only between proteins of the same species. However, for 

the case in which all proteins derive from one organism (for example, the human 

chemokines and receptors), such an improvement is ineffective, and algorithmic 

complexity will have to be reduced by other approaches.  

 

Simulations of protein evolution indicate when the alignment of phylogenetic 

trees is expected to be informative. For low complexity trees, proteins are not uniquely 

different from each other—the consequence of this trend is that little information is 

stored in the tree that allows it to be oriented unambiguously to another tree. For complex 

phylogenetic trees, proteins have sufficiently unique patterns of similarity that alignments 
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of such trees are unambiguous and more likely to lead to successful predictions, as shown 

in Figure 2.7.  

 

These trends reflect not the degree of co-evolution of the interacting partners, but 

rather the intrinsic ambiguities in matching up trees in this fashion. The mutual 

information calculation accounts for this trend, providing a quantitative measure of the 

trees’ agreement with each other as well as their intrinsic complexity. With the mutual 

information scoring technique, the importance of tree structure can be exploited to 

improve predictions: the precise proteins included in an analysis, or the organisms from 

which they derive, can be chosen to maximize the phylogenetic trees’ mutual 

information, thereby enhancing the accuracy of predicted interactions. Many of the 34 

examples in Table 2.2 represent just such experiments. For example, matching all of the 

E. coli two component sensors against all of the two component regulators, produces a 

low mutual information score (0.39) and a low prediction accuracy (7 %), but limiting the 

analysis to the Cit-type regulator/sensor subfamilies results in higher mutual information 

scores (0.77) and correspondingly higher accuracy (100%). 

 

When the information content of the trees is high, the correct interaction partners 

might be easily predictable simply by examining the trees.  In practice, manual tree 

comparisons are often non-trivial and provide no information about the confidence to be 

placed in the predictions, as illustrated by the Gyr/Par trees of Figure 2.1B.  The mutual 

information between these trees is quite high, even though the topologies of the Gyr/Par 

subtrees are identical to each other.  Finding interaction partners by visual examination of 

the trees requires careful attention to subtle changes in the branch lengths.  However, the 

matrix alignment method offers an objective, quantitative measure of the significance of 
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the predicted interactions.  Most important, the approach is automated, allowing it to be 

applied on a large-scale to many protein families. 

 

Accompanying the matrix alignment algorithm is a new method, termed 3D 

embedding, for visualizing protein families and interactions between them. For one 

protein family, this method visually summarizes the evolutionary relationships among the 

proteins. For two interacting protein families, these 3D embeddings can be superimposed, 

and the potential interaction partners can be directly visualized. 3D embedding opens the 

possibility of rank-ordering predicted interaction partners, such as by their spatial 

distance from each other. The method potentially allows the least squares alignment of 

two families on the basis of known protein interactions, followed by the prediction of 

interactions between the proteins not specifically used to generate the alignment, 

allowing the analysis of protein families of unequal sizes, and possibly even proteins with 

multiple binding partners.   

 

Finally, the 3D embedding method illustrates how matrix alignment sometimes 

proceeds in a surprising fashion.  As an example, it correctly pairs the C. crescentus 

GyrA and GyrB proteins, in spite of the fact that the two proteins sit in quite dissimilar 

relationships to the rest of their respective families (Figure 2.5).  However, the interaction 

is presumably predicted between the C. crescentus proteins because all other protein pairs 

match better, thereby forcing the C. crescentus proteins together in spite of the poor fit. 

 

A model for the evolution of interacting proteins 

Proteins are constrained to maintain their interactions and therefore have to co-

evolve with their interaction partners (Fraser et al. 2002). However, the fact that the 
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method presented here works illustrates an additional aspect of the evolution of 

interacting proteins: Two models can be considered for the evolution of interacting 

proteins, which contrast in the degree of coupling between the evolution of protein 

interaction specificity and the ancestral genetic events producing protein families 

(specifically, we consider the case of paralogs). Both models begin with an ancestral pair 

of interacting proteins. In the first model, the progenitor proteins are duplicated, and the 

duplicated proteins (paralogs) are free to evolve new interaction partners, such as by 

mutation and selection. After multiple duplications and evolution of new interaction 

specificities, two families of interacting proteins result such that the correlation in 

position in the phylogenetic trees is lost between pairs of paralogs with their 

corresponding interaction partners. In short, when gene duplications precede the 

evolution of interaction specificity, the phylogenetic trees of the interaction partners are 

no longer alignable in the fashion of the trees examined here.  

 

However, in an alternate model, interacting protein partners are duplicated in a 

correlated fashion through the course of evolution. The interaction specificity is 

maintained or created in a process tightly coupled to the process of gene duplication. 

Only in this case will the phylogenetic trees of the interacting protein families be similar. 

The data presented here support this second model, suggesting that interacting proteins in 

these families are not simply duplicated and freed to evolve new interaction partners, but 

rather that interacting partners are duplicated in coupled processes leading to a 

measurable association between the specificity of protein interaction partners and the 

genetic relationships of their corresponding genes. 
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Web-based server for predicting protein interactions of co-evolving protein families 

In order to provide access to the techniques used here, we have incorporated the 

algorithms and the methods used in this analysis into a web-based prediction server 

dubbed MATRIX (Matrix). The server is written using Perl-CGI and takes in as input the 

fasta sequences of two protein families of interest. It carries out a multiple sequence 

alignment for the proteins in the two families using ClustalW1.7 (Thompson et al. 1994) 

and also generates un-rooted phylogenetic trees of the protein families being compared. It 

then carries out a simulated annealing (Ramani et al. 2003) based comparison of the two 

protein families, the number of iterations for which is specified by the user. The predicted 

interactions and the mutual information between the two families are mailed back to the 

user based on the information recorded at submission. Users also have the option to 

download the programs from the server and carry out the analysis locally on their 

machines. 



 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 

Sequence alignments, similarity matrices, and phylogenetic trees 

Sequences from SwissProt (Bairoch et al. 1999) were aligned using 

CLUSTALW1.7. Similarity matrices were calculated from the multiple sequence 

alignment using CLUSTALW (Thompson et al. 1994). Each similarity matrix entry sij 

represents the evolutionary distance between a pair of proteins in a sequence family after 

corrections for multiple mutations per amino acid residue (Kimura 1979). Similarity 

matrices for pairs of interacting protein families were input to the MATRIX matrix 

alignment algorithm described below. Unrooted phylogenetic trees were calculated via 

neighbor joining using PHYLIP (Felsenstein 1993). Chemokine interactions were defined 

according to (Oppenheim et al. 2001). Other interactions were assigned according to the 

KEGG database, version 22.0 (Kanehisa et al. 2004). 

 

Optimal alignment of similarity matrices 

Pairs of similarity matrices were compared by their root mean square difference 

(r.m.s.d.), calculated as 
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where aij and bij represent equivalent elements of the two similarity matrices, and n is the 

number of proteins in each family. Smaller r.m.s.d. indicates greater agreement between 

two matrices. 
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To align matrices, the order of the rows in one matrix (and therefore columns, as a 

matrix is symmetric) is optimized with simulated annealing (Kirkpatrick et al. 1983) to 

minimize the r.m.s.d. between matrices: One similarity matrix (family A in Figure 2.2) 

remains unchanged. In the second similarity matrix (family B in Figure 2.2), pairs of 

rows (and their symmetric columns) are randomly chosen and their elements are 

swapped, evaluating the resulting change in r.m.s.d.. If r.m.s.d. decreases, the swap is 

kept. If r.m.s.d. increases, the swap is kept with a probability p proportional to an external 

control variable T, such that ),exp( Tp δ−=  where δ equals the increase in r.m.s.d. with 

the swap. The control variable T is initialized such that p is first set to 0.8; T is decreased 

linearly with each iteration (Tnew = 0.95 x Told). This process is iterated until the 

probability of accepting an increase is less than 10%. 

 

Following simulated annealing, interactions are predicted between proteins 

heading the corresponding rows of the two similarity matrices. As the possible number of 

reordered matrices is factorial with the number of proteins in the matrix, this method does 

not guarantee the correct solution for large matrices (>15 proteins). In these cases, the 

protocol is repeated 100 times, and the frequency of occurrence of a given interacting 

protein pair is calculated and tabulated in order to test the reproducibility of the 

predictions. Interactions are then assigned between the most frequent protein pairings. 

 

3D embedding of protein sequence families 

Proteins were represented as mass-less points in space connected by springs 

whose equilibrium lengths were equal to the proteins’ pair-wise similarities (sij). Each 

protein in a sequence family was initially assigned to a random position, then moved in 

an iterative fashion to minimize the action of spring forces. At equilibrium, the proteins 
 35
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are placed such that distances separating the proteins (dij) agree maximally with the 

similarities in the similarity matrix, except for the distortion inherent in mapping high-

dimensional relationships into three-dimensional space. Pairs of interacting protein 

families visualized in this fashion were superimposed by rigid body least squares fit of 

one family onto the other using SwissPDBViewer (Guex et al. 1999), minimizing the 

distance between predicted or known interaction partners.  Note that the possibility exists 

for positioning a set of proteins in mirror-image embeddings, complicating alignment of 

interacting proteins.  In practice, repeating the embedding to achieve compatible 

handedness with the interacting proteins can circumvent this problem. 

 

Simulations of the evolution of protein interactions 

Pairs of amino acid sequences of length 300, representing ancestral interacting 

proteins (sequence 1A and 1B), were randomly generated using naturally occurring 

amino acids frequencies. The evolution of a sequence pair into two families of interacting 

paralogs was then modeled by successive duplication, with mutation, of a protein from 

family A and the corresponding protein from family B, forcing parallel duplications in 

the two families. Mutations were randomly introduced at each duplication with the amino 

acid substitution frequencies of a PAM25 substitution matrix (Dayhoff et al. 1978), 

which has the effect of mutating ~25% of the amino acids per protein per duplication.  In 

this manner, the underlying pattern of duplications is held constant between two families, 

and point mutations in each sequence are modeled.  

 

After a simulation, the family A sequences were aligned to each other, as were the 

family B sequences. The similarity matrix for each family was calculated (as for actual 

proteins) and matrix alignment performed. Correct predictions were assigned between 



equivalent proteins (e.g. pairing 1A to 1B, the first duplicate of 1A to the first duplicate 

of 1B, etc.). Simulations were repeated with a parameter p0 controlling the choice of 

ancestor for each new paralog, as described in the text. In Figure 2.6, simulations were 

performed 10 times per data point plotted for protein families of 10 members; in Figure 

2.7, 100 simulations per value of p0 were performed for a given family size, sampling 

from p0=0.0 to 1.0 in 0.1 increments. 

 

Information theoretic-based measure of agreement between phylogenetic trees 

The agreement between pairs of phylogenetic trees was calculated using an 

information-theory (Shannon 1997) based metric, mutual information, which accounts 

both for the similarity matrices’ agreement as well as for their intrinsic information 

content. The information content of a similarity matrix is assessed as the entropy H(x) of 

the distribution of values in the similarity matrix, calculated as 
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where x represents bins of values drawn from a similarity matrix, and p(x) represents the 

frequency with which those values are observed in the matrix. Given two similarity 

matrices, the relative entropy H(x,y) represents the extent of their agreement, calculated 

as 
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where x,y represents bins of pairs of values in equivalent positions of the two similarity 

matrices, and p(x,y) represents the relative frequency with which pairs of values are 

observed in equivalent positions of the two matrices. 

 

The mutual information (MI) between two matrices, representing their overall 

agreement, is calculated as 

 

),()()(MI yxHyHxH −+= , 

 

accounting both for the complexity of the phylogenetic trees (in the H(x) and H(y) terms, 

which are larger with more complex trees) and their similarity (in the H(x,y) term, which 

is smaller given better agreement). A high mutual information score indicates a pair of 

complex and mutually consistent phylogenetic trees. 
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Chapter 3:  Consolidating the set of known human protein-protein 
interactions in preparation for large-scale mapping of the human 

interactome 

The past few years have seen a tremendous development of functional genomics 

technologies. In particular, the yeast proteome has been the subject of considerable effort. 

With the aid of multiple large-scale interaction data sets and computational methods to 

compare and combine them, we have seen a fair bit of success in obtaining a 

comprehensive yeast interactome (Jansen et al. 2003; Lee et al. 2004).  

 

The existing human protein interaction data are largely composed of small-scale 

experiments collected in the BIND (Bader et al. 2003) and DIP (Xenarios et al. 2002) 

databases, as well as a set of ~12,000 interactions recovered by manual curation from 

Medline articles (Peri et al. 2004) and interactions transferred from other organisms 

based on orthology (Lehner et al. 2004). The Reactome database (Reactome-Database; 

Joshi-Tope et al. 2005) has ~11,000 interactions that have been manually entered from 

articles focusing on interactions in core cellular pathways. Large-scale interaction assays 

among human proteins have yet to be performed, although a moderate scale map was 

created for the purified TNFα/NFΚB protein complex (Bouwmeester et al. 2004) and the 

proteins involved in the human Smad signaling pathway (Colland et al. 2004). This 

situation is in stark contrast to the abundant data available for yeast and calls for the 

application of high-throughput interaction assays for mapping the human protein 

interaction network.  

 

One lesson from the yeast interactome research is clear: it is critical that such 

upcoming interaction assays be accompanied by measured error rates, without which the 
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data utility and interpretability is jeopardized. In order to establish a basis for future 

interaction mapping we sought to consolidate existing human protein interaction data and 

to establish quantitative tests of data accuracy. We also sought to use data mining 

approaches to extract additional known interactions from Medline abstracts to add to the 

existing interactions.  

 

Most of the current biological knowledge can be retrieved from the Medline 

database, which now has records from more than 4,800 journals accounting for around 15 

million articles. These citations contain thousands of experimentally recorded protein 

interactions. However, retrieving these data manually is made difficult by the large 

number of articles, all lacking formal structure. Automated extraction of information 

would be preferable, and therefore, mining data from Medline abstracts is a growing field 

(Jenssen et al. 2001; Hirschman et al. 2002; Liu et al. 2003; Rzhetsky et al. 2004). 

 

Here, we present two quantitative tests (benchmarks) of the accuracy of large-

scale human protein interaction assays, test the existing sets of interaction data for their 

relative accuracy, then apply these benchmarks in order to recover protein interactions 

from the ~750,000 Medline abstracts that concern human biology, resulting in a set of 

6,580 interactions between 3,737 proteins of accuracy comparable to manual extraction. 

Combination of the interaction data creates a consolidated set of 31,609 interactions 

between 7,748 human proteins. Based on this initial set of interactions, we estimate the 

scale of the human interactome.  
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RESULTS  

Assembling existing public protein interaction data 

We first gathered the existing human protein interaction data sets (summarized in 

Table 3.1), representing the current status of the human interactome. This required 

unification of the interactions under a shared naming and annotation convention. For this 

purpose, we mapped each interacting protein to LocusLink identification numbers and 

retained only unique interactions (i.e., for two proteins A and B, we retain only A-B or B-

A, not both. We have chosen to omit self-interactions, A-A or B-B, for technical reasons, 

as their quality cannot be assessed on the functional benchmark we develop). In most 

cases, a small loss of proteins occurs in the conversion between the different gene 

identifiers (e.g., converting from the NCBI ‘gi’ codes in BIND to LocusLink identifiers). 

In the case of Human Protein Reference Database (HPRD), this processing resulted in a 

significant reduction in the number of interactions from 12,013 total interactions to 6,054 

unique, non-self interactions, largely due to the fact that HPRD often records both A-B 

and B-A interactions, as well as a large number of self interactions, and indexes genes by 

their common names rather than conventional database entries, often resulting in multiple 

entries for different synonyms. Although the interactions from these data sets are in 

principle derived from the same source (Medline), the sets are quite disjoint (Figure 3.1) 

implying either that the sets are biased for different classes of interactions, or that the 

actual number of interactions in Medline is quite large. We suspect the former reason as 

each data set has a different explicit focus (Reactome towards core cellular machinery, 

HPRD towards disease-linked genes, and BIND more randomly distributed). Due to these 

biases, it is likely many interactions from Medline are still excluded from these data sets. 

The maximal overlap between interaction data sets is seen for BIND: 25% of these 
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interactions are also in HPRD or Reactome; only 1% of Reactome interactions are in 

HPRD or BIND. An additional 9,283 (or ~60,000 at lower confidence) interactions are 

available from orthologous transfer of interactions from large-scale screens in other 

organisms (orthology-core and orthology-all) (Lehner et al. 2004). 



 

 

Data set Version 

Total 
interactions 
(Number  of 

proteins) 

Unique self (A-A) 
interactions 

(Number of proteins) 

Unique (A-B) 
interactions 
(Number of 

proteins) 

Reactome 08/03/04 12,497 
(6,257) 

160 
(160) 

12,336 
(807) 

BIND  08/03/04 6,212 
(5,412) 

549 
(549) 

5,663 
(4,762) 

HPRD* 04/12/04 12,013 
(4,122) 

3,028 
(3,028) 

6,054 
(2,747) 

Orthology transfer 
(all)  03/31/04 71,497 

(6,257) 
373 

(373) 
71,124 
(6,228) 

Orthology transfer 
(core) 03/31/04 11,488 

(3,918) 
206 

(206) 
11,282 
(3,863) 

 * Difficult to measure: HPRD records genes by their names, leading occasionally 

to entries for the same gene under different synonyms. The numbers reported are after 

mapping to LocusLink.  

 

Table 3.1 Distribution of interactions obtained from databases. 

The initial list of the interactions and proteins represented in each of the existing data sets 
with total interactions, unique self-interactions and unique non-self interactions. Adapted 
from (Ramani et al. 2005). 
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Figure 3.1 Overlap between existing human protein interaction sets.  

The overlap is small among the existing, publicly available human protein interaction 
data sets. The small overlap (<0.1% in common in all three data sets) implies that the 
number of protein interactions described in the literature is actually quite large. The Venn 
diagram shows the overlap in interactions between the Reactome, BIND and HPRD 
protein interaction data. Adapted from (Ramani et al. 2005). 
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Benchmarking of protein interaction data 

To measure the relative accuracy of each protein interaction data set, we 

established two benchmarks of interaction accuracy, one based on shared protein function 

and the other based on previously known interactions. First, we constructed a benchmark 

in which we tested the extent to which interaction partners in a data set shared annotation, 

a measure previously shown to correlate with the accuracy of functional genomics data 

sets (von Mering et al. 2002; Lee et al. 2004; Lehner et al. 2004). We used the functional 

annotations listed in the KEGG (Kanehisa et al. 2004) and Gene Ontology (Ashburner et 

al. 2000) annotation databases. These databases provide specific pathway and biological 

process annotations for approximately 7,500 human genes, assigning human genes into 

155 KEGG pathways (at the lowest level of KEGG) and 1,356 GO pathways (at level 8 

of the GO biological process annotation). KEGG and GO annotations were combined 

into a single composite functional annotation set, which was then split into independent 

testing and training sets by randomly assigning annotated genes into the two categories 

(3,792 and 3,809 annotated genes respectively). For the second benchmark based on 

known physical interactions, we assembled the human protein interactions from 

Reactome and BIND, a set of 11,425 interactions between 1,710 proteins. Each 

benchmark therefore consists of a set of binary relations between proteins, either based 

on proteins sharing annotation or physically interacting. Generally speaking, we expect 

more accurate protein interaction data sets to be more enriched in these protein pairs. 

More specifically, we expect true physical interactions to score highly on both tests, 

while non-physical or indirect associations, such as genetic associations, should score 

highly on the functional, but not physical interaction, test. 

 



For both benchmarks, the scoring scheme for measuring interaction set accuracy 

is in the form of a log odds ratio of gene pairs either sharing annotations or physically 

interacting. To evaluate a data set, we calculate a log likelihood ratio (LLR) as: 
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genes sharing benchmark associations (I) and not sharing benchmark associations (~I). 

By Bayes theorem, this equation can be rewritten as: 
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where P(I|D) and P(~I|D) are the frequencies of interactions observed in the given data 

set (D) between annotated genes sharing benchmark associations (I) and not sharing 

associations (~I), respectively, while P(I) and P(~I) represent the prior expectations (the 

total frequencies of all benchmark genes sharing the same associations and not sharing 

associations, respectively). This latter version of the equation is simpler to compute. A 

score of zero indicates interaction partners in the data set being tested are no more likely 

than random to belong to the same pathway or to interact; higher scores indicate a more 

accurate data set.  

 

Among the literature-derived interactions (Reactome, BIND, HPRD), a total of 

17,098 unique interactions occur in the public data sets. Testing the existing protein 

interaction data on the function benchmark reveals that Reactome has the highest 

accuracy (LLR = 3.8), followed by BIND (LLR = 2.9), HPRD (LLR = 2.1), core 

orthology-inferred interactions (LLR=2.1) and the non-core orthology-inferred 

interaction (LLR = 1.1). The two most accurate data sets, Reactome and BIND, form the 

basis of the protein interaction-based benchmark. Testing the remaining data sets on this 
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benchmark (i.e., for their consistency with these accurate protein interaction data sets) 

reveals a similar ranking in the remaining data. Core orthology-inferred interactions are 

the most accurate (LLR = 5.0), followed by HPRD (LLR = 3.7) and non-core orthology 

inferred interactions (LLR = 3.7).  

 

Recognizing protein names with a Conditional Random Field (CRF) Algorithm 

In order to expand the list of human interactions, we turned to literature mining. 

In collaboration with Dr. Raymond Mooney and Razvan Bunescu (Computer Science 

Department at the University of Texas at Austin), we adopted the strategy of separately 

identifying the protein names in the abstracts and then matching up the interacting protein 

partners. This process was made difficult by the fact that unlike other organisms, such as 

yeast or E. coli, the human genes have no standardized naming convention, and thus 

present one of the hardest sets of gene/protein names to extract. For example, human 

proteins may be named with typical English words, such as “light”, “map”, 

“complement”, and “Sonic Hedgehog”. Names may be alphanumeric, may include Greek 

or Roman letters, may be case sensitive, and may be composed of multiple words. Names 

are frequently sub-strings of each other, such as “epidermal growth factor” and 

“epidermal growth factor receptor”, which refer to two distinct proteins. It is therefore 

necessary that an information extraction algorithm be specifically trained to extract gene 

and protein names accurately.  

 

We developed an algorithm capable of distinguishing human protein names from 

similar words on the basis of their context in the sentence. Building on our previous work 

in this area (Bunescu et al. 2005), we developed a classification algorithm that accurately 

recognized human protein names in Medline abstracts. The performance of the protein 
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name “tagger” on a set of human-labeled test abstracts (Bunescu et al. 2005) is plotted in 

Figure 3.2. The accuracy of the algorithm was measured as its precision (the fraction of 

correct protein names identified among all identified names) and its recall (the fraction of 

correctly identified protein names among all possible correct protein names) on a set of 

200 publicly available hand-tagged abstracts (Franzen et al. 2002) as well as on 750 

Medline abstracts with hand-labeled human protein names (comparable results; data not 

shown). The algorithm, termed the CRF algorithm due to its use of conditional random 

fields, significantly out-performs the picking of exact protein names from a dictionary 

(‘dictionary only’) by taking into account the words’ parts of speech and the context in 

which they appear. The CRF algorithm also outperforms the other name recognition 

algorithms available in the public domain (Fukuda et al. 1998; Tanabe et al. 2002; 

Bunescu et al. 2005). To prepare for extracting protein interactions, the names of human 

proteins were identified using the CRF algorithm in the complete set of 753,459 Medline 

abstracts citing the word “human”. 

  



 

 

Figure 3.2 Comparison of precision and accuracy of the algorithms.  

The Conditional Random Fields (CRF) algorithm considerably outperforms other 
approaches for identifying human protein names in Medline abstracts, such as the simple 
matching of words to a dictionary of protein names, as well as the other available protein 
name tagging algorithms in (Bunescu et al. 2005), Kex (Fukuda et al. 1998) and Abgene 
(Tanabe et al. 2002).at identifying. The tests are performed on 200 manually annotated 
Medline abstracts (Franzen et al. 2002). The precision (the number of correct protein 
names among all identified names) in identifying proteins is plotted against the recall (the 
number of correct protein names among all possible correct protein names). Higher 
scores on both precision and recall are preferable; however, for this purpose, we seek to 
maximize precision and can tolerate lower recall. Carried out in collaboration with Dr. 
Mooney and Razvan Bunescu and adapted from (Ramani et al. 2005). 
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Extracting functional interactions via co-citation analysis 

In order to establish which interactions occurred between the proteins identified in 

the Medline abstracts, we used a 2-step strategy: measure co-citation of protein names, 

then enrich these pairs for physical interactions using a Bayesian filter. First, we counted 

the number of abstracts citing a pair of proteins, and then calculated the probability of co-

citation under a random model. Figure 3.3 shows the performance the co-citation 

algorithm, plotting the probability of being co-cited by random chance against the 

accuracy, calculated as a log likelihood score based on the functional annotation 

benchmark. Empirically, we find the co-citation probability has a hyperbolic relationship 

with the accuracy on this benchmark, with protein pairs co-cited with low random 

probability scoring high on the benchmark.  

 

The co-citation algorithm is remarkably robust to variations in the minimal 

accuracy with which the protein names are identified by the CRF algorithm (Figure 3.4). 

This robustness is presumably due to the fact that co-citation requires proteins to be 

named repeatedly across many abstracts, thereby tolerating occasional errors in the name 

extraction process. With a threshold on the estimated extraction probability of 80% (as 

computed by the CRF model) in the protein name identification, ~15,000 interactions are 

extracted with the co-citation approach that score comparable or better on the functional 

benchmark than the manually extracted interactions from HPRD, which serves to 

establish a minimal threshold for our mined interactions. 

 



 

 

 

Figure 3.3 Performance of the co-citation algorithm at identifying protein interactions.  

The probabilistic score effectively ranks co-cited proteins by their tendency to participate 
in the same pathway, as measured on the functional annotation benchmark. As the 
probability of random co-citation decreases, the functional relatedness of the co-cited 
proteins increases. This tendency is robust to changes in the CRF confidence threshold 
chosen (data not shown). Each point represents 3,000 protein pairs. Adapted from 
(Ramani et al. 2005).
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Figure 3.4 Comparison of extraction accuracy at different CRF thresholds 

An examination of the number of protein pairs identified at different CRF thresholds (0.8, 
0.6 and 0.4) shows that the recall of the method is increased with lowered thresholds. Re-
ranking the 15,000 top-scoring protein pairs (CRF threshold  = 0.8) by the tendency of 
the abstracts to discuss physical protein interactions shows their consistent performance 
in the annotation benchmark. Adapted from (Ramani et al. 2005). 
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However, it is clear that proteins are co-cited for many reasons other than physical 

interactions. We therefore tried to enrich specifically for physical interactions by 

applying a secondary filter: We applied a Bayesian classifier to measure the likelihood of 

the abstracts citing the protein pairs to discuss physical protein-protein interactions. The 

classifier (Marcotte et al. 2001), scores each of the co-citing abstracts according to the 

usage frequency of words relevant to physical protein interactions. Interactions extracted 

by co-citation and filtered using the Bayesian estimator compare favorably with the other 

interaction data sets on the functional annotation benchmark (Figure 3.5). Testing the 

accuracy of these extracted protein pairs on the physical interaction benchmark (Figure 

3.6) reveals that the co-cited proteins scored high by this classifier are indeed strongly 

enriched for physical interactions.  

 



 

 

 

Figure 3.5 Comparison of the available human protein interaction data on the two 
benchmarks.  

An examination of the initial performance of the data sets on the functional benchmarks 
reveals the relative quality of each of the data sets. The interactions extracted using co-
citation analysis filtered by the Bayesian estimator shows a robust behavior in terms of its 
scores. Adapted from (Ramani et al. 2005).
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Figure 3.6 Comparison of interaction data set accuracy on physical annotation benchmark 

Comparison of the performance of the interactions retrieved from the co-citation analysis 
after incorporating the Bayesian filter and the interactions from HPRD and orthology 
transfer on a physical interaction benchmark. Bayesian filter effectively ranks co-citation 
interactions in terms of their correspondence to physical protein interactions. Adapted 
from (Ramani et al. 2005). 
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Taking as a minimally acceptable level of accuracy the interactions hand-entered 

from Medline (HPRD), our co-citation/Bayesian classifier analysis yields 6,580 

interactions between 3,737 proteins. By combining these interactions with the 26,280 

interactions from other sources, we obtained a final set of 31,609 interactions between 

7,748 human proteins. In this, we have chosen not to include the complete set of 

orthology-derived interactions due to their lower performance on the annotation 

benchmark, although these will ultimately be quite useful when supported by future data. 

Table 3.2 shows the contributions from each of the data sets at this threshold and a 

comparison of the overlap of interactions in each of the data sets is depicted as a Venn 

diagram in Figure 3.7. The Venn diagram indicates small overlap among the various data 

sets, with less than 0.2% of the interactions represented in all data sets. Nonetheless, this 

network of interactions represents the current state of the human interactome at a 

reasonable level of accuracy. 

 

The ID-serve database of annotation and interactions 

We have incorporated the results of this analysis into a web-based server 

(IDserve-database), which can be queried for interactions of specific proteins. Genes are 

cross-listed under a variety of naming conventions, including LocusLink, RefSeq, and 

SwissProt, and are accompanied by links to other databases and GO and KEGG 

functional annotations. Protein interactions derived from the co-citation/Bayesian 

analysis are hyper-linked to the co-citing Medline abstracts, where they can be directly 

manually verified. 

 

  



 

 

Figure 3.7 Comparison of extracted interactions with existing interactions.  

A comparison of interactions inferred by orthology (Lehner et al. 2004), recovered by co-
citation and the other existing human protein interaction data sets reveals that the overlap 
is small. The trend implies that the different methods are sampling relatively exclusive 
sets of interactions, though, with the exception of the orthology-derived interactions, they 
are all derived directly from the primary biological literature. Adapted from (Ramani et 
al. 2005). 
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Data Set Version Number of 
Interactions

Number 
of 

Proteins

Clustering 
<C> 

Connectivity 
<#interactions/protein>

Reactome 08/03/04 9,987 619 0.74 15.4 
BIND 08/03/04 1,536 1,212 0.1 1.3 
HPRD 04/12/04 6,054 2,747 0.09 2.2 

Orthology 
inferred 
(core) 

03/31/04 9,283 3,469 0.13 2.7 

Co-
citation 

(Ramani 
et al. 

2005)). 
6,580 3,737 0.3 1.8 

Total 
(Ramani 

et al. 
2005)). 

31,609 7,748 0.24 4.1 

 

Table 3.2 Comparison of the contributions of each data set to the composite protein 
interaction map, with network properties of each of the data sets. 

An analysis of network features (clustering coefficient (Barabasi et al. 2004) and degree 
of connectivity) of each of the data sets indicates low degree (<k>) for all except 
Reactome, which is by far the most densely sampled protein interaction data set. The 
final combined network is modular in structure and shows extensive, non-random 
clustering of proteins as compared to randomly generated networks with equal number of 
proteins and interactions (<C>=9x10-3 +/- 3x10-5; average of 10 trials). Adapted from 
(Ramani et al. 2005). 
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DISCUSSION 

Features of the Network 

In order to study the features of the network we visualized the network of protein 

interactions in Figure 3.8. On superimposing a histogram of the density of interactions on 

the plot, we see that there is considerable clustering of proteins in the network, 

represented as peaks in the histogram. A closer look reveals that these regions correspond 

to proteins involved with the ribosome, spliceosome, proteasome, replication, 

transcription and the immune components.  

 

A quantitative analysis of the network clustering and connectivity distribution 

(reviewed in Barabasi 2004) (Barabasi et al. 2004) is presented in Table 3.2. The 

clustering coefficient (<C>) captures the modularity of the network. A comparison of our 

final network (<C> = 0.24) with 10 randomly generated networks with the same number 

of interactions and proteins (<C>= 9x10-3 +/- 3x10-5) shows the clustering in the human 

protein interaction network is considerably above that expected at random, in spite of the 

incompleteness of the network. The ‘degree’ of the network is defined as the average 

number of links per protein and captures the connectivity of the network. Except for 

Reactome, each of the data sets indicated in Table 3.2 show low connectivity. The 

combined network is intermediate in both connectivity and modularity. Projecting from 

the ~15 interactions per protein in the best sampled interaction data set (Reactome) to the 

~25,000 estimated in the human genome (2004) implies more than ~375,000 interactions 

in the complete human protein interaction network. Note that any overestimates in the 

average number of interactions per protein will be counterbalanced by the effect of 

alternate splicing in increasing the number of actual proteins, making this estimate at 
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least a reasonable ballpark estimate. The current set of interactions therefore represents 

no more than 10% of the complete network. 

 



 

 

Figure 3.8 Visualization of the final consolidated network of protein interactions.  

A view of the composite interaction network (31,609 interactions between the 7,748 
proteins). 6,706 proteins (87%) are connected by at least one interaction into the central, 
connected network component. The modularity in the network can be seen in the 
superimposed histogram, with higher peaks corresponding to large number of edges per 
unit area. The network coordinates were generated by LGL (Adai et al. 2004) and 
visualized with Zlab by Zack Simpson. Adapted from (Ramani et al. 2005).
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Advantages of the log likelihood benchmarks 

A good accuracy measure is of tremendous importance, impacting the reliability 

of all downstream analysis. The log likelihood analysis eases comparison and assessment 

of diverse data sets. The score indicates the probability that the identified interactions are 

correct based on enrichment of positive interactions over background expectations. Note 

that this approach is distinct from simply measuring the intersection with the benchmark 

associations – because enrichment of positive to negative associations is measured, rather 

than just recovery of positive associations, even data sets with small intersections to the 

benchmark set can be evaluated for accuracy. Note also that the benchmarks themselves 

are not likely to be 100% correct – protein annotations are subjectively assigned, many 

proteins belong to multiple pathways, and even hand-curated protein interaction data can 

be mis-entered. Nonetheless, the log likelihood framework is tolerant of errors and 

merely requires that the benchmark data are generally correct among true interaction 

partners. Figure 3.5 shows the accuracy of each of the data sets. While the existing data 

sets have a single accuracy value, the mined interactions can be adjusted for accuracy 

based on the CRF threshold and the co-citation probabilities. New data sets can be 

incorporated using the log likelihood scoring scheme, and the ultimate strength of these 

benchmarks will be their utility in integrating data from diverse experiments (Lee et al. 

2004).  

   

Shortcomings and strengths of literature mining via the co-citation/Bayesian 
classifier approach 

From our previous work (Bunescu et al. 2005), we realized that directly 

identifying protein interactions would be a difficult task if we were unable to differentiate 
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proteins and genes from the rest of the text. We therefore concentrated on building 

protein name extractors and interaction extractors in parallel so that the results of the 

former analysis could be fed in to the latter.  

 

Critical to this process was the creation of a high quality dictionary of human 

protein names and synonyms with mappings back to database entries. We therefore 

decided to start with creating a set of unambiguous gene names along with their 

synonyms that could all be mapped to a single unified gene identifier (LocusLink 

identifiers). The dictionary had to have very few spurious entries to ensure minimal false 

positives. The resulting ID-serve database captures all the identifiers for a given gene and 

creates a repository for the retrieval of these genes along with their mined interactions. 

Building on this dictionary, the CRF algorithm then analyzed the context in which likely 

protein names appeared in order to identify the protein names more accurately. In the 

approach we describe, protein interaction partners are identified from among these 

protein names by a filtered version of co-citation. 

 

The co-citation approach (Jenssen et al. 2001; Marcotte et al. 2001) calculates the 

random probability of co-occurrence of two proteins. The assumption is that if the co-

citation is statistically unlikely under the random model, then there is a true underlying 

reason for the proteins to be co-cited, i.e. they are interacting at either the functional, 

pathway level, or are co-localized or physically interact. The method has both advantages 

and disadvantages. The method does not extract all interactions, but only those with 

statistically significant co-citations. By using the Bayesian estimator we enrich further for 

physical interactions, but at the expense of coverage. Among the disadvantages are that 

the algorithm enriches for certain types of errors (e.g. “A does not interact with B”, 
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dictionary errors leading to synonyms being wrongly enriched, etc.). However, we feel 

the advantages outweigh the disadvantages: In particular, the probabilistic ranking, 

combined with the Bayesian filter, minimizes systematic errors, and at the left side of 

Figure 3.6, it can be seen that errors in the data are no more extensive than errors 

introduced in transferring annotation from other organisms, or those errors introduced by 

human curators reading Medline abstracts. The method is easily applied, and currently 

outperforms other publicly available protein interaction extraction algorithms (Fukuda et 

al. 1998; Tanabe et al. 2002). Finally, the precise nature of the interaction can be directly 

checked from the linked Medline abstracts. Thus, the mined interactions will be ideal for 

manual validation by curators of protein interaction databases (e.g., DIP, BIND). 
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MATERIALS AND METHODS 

Identification of human protein names and interactions in Medline abstracts 

The training data sets used for the literature mining are as in (Bunescu et al. 

2005). The dictionary of human protein names was assembled from the LocusLink and 

SwissProt databases by manually curating the gene names and synonyms (87,723 

synonyms between 18,879 unique gene names) to remove genes that were referred to as 

‘hypothetical’ or ‘probable’ and also to omit entries that referred to more than one protein 

identifier. 753,459 abstracts containing the word ‘human’ either in the title or the text 

were retrieved from the Medline database of ~11 Million abstracts (1951-2002) to use as 

our corpus for extracting protein interactions. 

 

We have previously described (Bunescu et al. 2005) effective protein and gene 

name tagging using a Maximum Entropy based algorithm. Conditional Random Fields 

(Lafferty et al. 2001) are new types of probabilistic models that preserve all the 

advantages of Maximum Entropy models and at the same time avoid the label bias 

problem by allowing a sequence of tagging decisions to compete against each other in a 

global probabilistic model. Here, we demonstrate CRF outperforms our best previous 

Maximum Entropy tagger.  

 

In both training and testing the CRF protein-name tagger, the corresponding 

Medline abstracts were processed as follows: text was tokenized using white-space as 

delimiters and treating all punctuation marks as separate tokens. The text was segmented 

into sentences, and part-of-speech tags were assigned to each token using Brill's tagger 

(Brill E. 1995). For each token in each sentence, a vector of binary features was 



generated using the feature templates employed by the Maximum Entropy approach 

described in (Bunescu et al. 2005). Each feature occurring in the training data was 

associated with a parameter in the CRF model. We used the CRF implementation from 

McCallum 2002 (McCallum 2002). To train the CRF's parameters, we used 750 Medline 

abstracts manually annotated for protein names (Bunescu et al. 2005). We then tagged 

predicted protein names in the entire set of 753,459 Medline abstracts using the version 

of the CRF algorithm, that utilizes the dictionary as part of the learned model (Figure 

3.2), in this way linked each tagged name to a dictionary entry. The Medline abstracts 

with marked up protein names are available on request. 

 

The model assigns each candidate phrase a probability of being a protein name, 

we selected all names scoring higher than a given threshold (testing thresholds between 

40% and 95%), retaining the proteins’ LocusLink identifiers along with the PubMed 

identifiers (PMID) of the associated abstracts. The significance of co-citation of two 

protein names across a set of Medline abstracts was calculated from the hypergeometric 

distribution (Jenssen et al. 2001; Lee et al. 2004) as:  
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Where, N equals the total number of abstracts, n of which cite the first protein, m cite the 

second protein, and k cite both. 

 

The top-scoring 15,000 co-cited protein pairs were then re-ranked according to 

the tendency of the co-citing abstracts to discuss protein-protein interactions. 

Specifically, the likelihood of a co-citing abstract to discuss physical protein interactions 
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was evaluated using the naive Bayesian classifier as described in (Marcotte et al. 2001), 

which scores Medline abstracts according to usage frequencies of discriminating words 

relating to protein protein interactions. For a co-cited protein pair, we calculated the 

average score of co-citing Medline abstracts. We ranked co-cited protein pairs by the 

average of the scores for the co-citing Medline abstracts. 

 

Analysis of network properties 

We evaluated the clustering of genes in an interaction network (Barabasi et al. 

2004) by calculating the average clustering coefficient (<C>) of the N genes as: 
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where Ci is the clustering coefficient of gene i, measured as the number of links, n, 

among the gene’s k neighbors, divided by the number of maximum possible linkages, 

k(k-1)/2. 

  

 

 

Construction of the functional annotation benchmark 

The specific GO and KEGG annotations for the functional benchmarks were 

downloaded from the Gene Ontology database (GO-database) and the KEGG database 

(KEGG-database). Within the GO process annotation hierarchy (more strictly, a directed 

acyclic graph), the number of distinct annotation terms is maximal at the 8th level, where 

the level is defined as the number of nestings from the root node (level 1), as given in the 

Gene Ontology DAG file (GO-database). KEGG functional annotations were constructed 
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as the sets of numerical codes for the KEGG pathway diagrams associated with each 

gene. The functional annotation benchmark is composed of all pairs of human genes 

sharing annotation from either source (KEGG or GO). For training and testing sets, 

annotated genes were randomly assigned into two categories and associations were only 

considered between genes of the same category. 

 

The ID-serve database 

ID-serve is a relational mySQL database of human proteins created in order to 

simplify comparison of data sets with differing protein identifiers. The database maps 

42,232 LocusLink identifiers to their corresponding Genecard, SwissProt, Ensembl, 

OMIM, Unigene, NCBI GI codes and Accession numbers and to the Gene Ontology and 

KEGG pathway annotations. Protein interaction data can be retrieved from ID-serve, with 

co-citation derived interactions hyperlinked to the supporting Medline abstracts for co-

citation derived interactions.  
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Chapter 4: Mining for human protein-protein interactions based on the 

conserved co-expression of human genes and their orthologs from five 

organisms 

Microarray technology (Schena et al. 1995) provides us with a great tool to carry 

out genome-wide analysis of variations in the cell at the transcriptome level. Coupled 

with other high-throughput methods and bioinformatic tools it has been possible to study 

cellular states and changes in a systematic fashion (Cho et al. 1998; Spellman et al. 1998) 

to answer a range of questions. Since co-expressed genes tend to have similar functions, 

it has been used to assign gene annotations for unknown genes (DeRisi et al. 1997; Wen 

et al. 1998; Wu et al. 2002). With data from multiple species available, we have the 

opportunity to compare the co-evolution of related genes in multiple organisms and their 

expression characteristics (Su et al. 2002; Stuart et al. 2003; Bergmann et al. 2004; 

Jordan et al. 2004; Khaitovich et al. 2004; Kluger et al. 2004). By using the data to 

compare the expression of transcription factors and the genes they regulate, it has become 

possible to study transcription regulation and identify regulatory modules (DeRisi et al. 

1996; Gasch et al. 2002; Segal et al. 2003; Segal et al. 2004). Studies involving 

perturbations in cancer tissues and other disease states have given us information on 

specific genes that could be potential reasons for the disease state (DeRisi et al. 1996; 

Segal et al. 2004). 

 

Two papers of direct interest to this analysis compare the expression of genes and 

their orthologs and look for conserved co-expression of these genes. Stuart et al (Stuart et 

al. 2003) identify orthologs using bi-directional best hits BLAST and group genes from 
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multiple organisms as ‘metagenes’. They proceed to study the correlation in mRNA 

expression patterns of the orthologous genes (metagenes), with other metagenes and find 

statistically significant metagene interactions, resulting in ~25,000 interactions that can 

be mapped to human orthologs. Bergmann et al (Bergmann et al. 2004) follow a similar 

approach of using BLAST to identify orthologs, but use a combination of sequence 

similarity and expression correlation to extract components of well known interaction 

modules (e.g. ribosomal proteins, heat shock proteins, proteasome, etc.) and show that the 

orthologs of co-expressing genes also tend to co-express and this feature can be used to 

identify protein interactions and complexes. 

 

In the present analysis we developed a distinct approach for identifying such 

interactions from the conservation of mRNA co-expression across 6 organisms. The basic 

notion is illiustrated in Figure 4.1 and the detailed approach is illiustrated in Figure 4.2. 

We first identify orthologs for human genes in five other organisms (A. thaliana, M. 

musculus, D. melanogaster, C. elegans, and Yeast) using the In-paranoid (Remm et al. 

2001) algorithm. We then compare the correlation in expression of each pair of human 

genes and their corresponding ortholog pairs using a log likelihood framework in order to 

discover patterns of co-expression that indicate that the gene pairs have related functions. 

By carrying out this analysis for each human gene pair and the corresponding ortholog 

pairs and compiling the results we accumulate pairs of human genes likely to interact. We 

compare these results against existing human protein interaction data sets (Ramani et al. 

2005) and show the robustness and accuracy of the method. The main features of this 

analysis are the use of a statistical confidence measure of co-expression quality, a filter to 

remove potentially spurious correlations arising from cross-hybridization in the 
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microarray experiments, and the use of the log likelihood framework, which simplifies 

comparing and combining human protein interaction data sets. 



 

 

Figure 4.1 Comparison of correlation in mRNA expression of human gene pairs and 
ortholog pairs. 

For each pair of human genes we compare the correlation in their gene expression 
patterns (Pearson correlation coefficient) with that of the corresponding ortholog pairs. 
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Figure 4.2 Overview of the steps involved in the analysis.  

Starting with gene expression data we identify co-expressed genes under a log likelihood 
framework for functional similarity. By filtering the data to remove spurious interactions 
and testing the interactions against existing human protein interaction data sets we 
identify new interactions.
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This analysis results in 9,000 interactions comparable in quality to existing small-

scale human protein interaction data sets. By combining these interactions with the 

existing data sets, we obtain 61,971 interactions between 9,642 proteins, which we cluster 

based on functional annotations to identify interesting examples. 

 



 

 

Figure 4.3 Identifying patterns of expression correlation between human genes and their 
ortholog pairs.  

The top-panel shows the distribution of genes that share functional annotations based on 
their expression correlation, while the middle-panel shows the distribution of gene pairs 
that do not share functional annotations. By comparing the two distributions, we identify 
patterns that indicate a strong relationship between functional relatedness of gene pairs 
and their expression correlation. The bottom-panel shows that human gene pairs and their 
worm orthologs that are positively correlated in their expression patterns tend to have 
related functions.
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RESULTS 

Conserved co-expression and functional similarity 

By comparing the correlation in expression of human gene pairs and their 

orthologs simultaneously, we transfer additional information contained in the non-human 

data and enrich the signal from human gene expression data. The correlation analysis is 

carried out as described (see methods, Figure 4.1), to identify conserved co-expression of 

human genes and their orthologs. Figure 4.3 shows the correspondence of conserved co-

expression to functional annotations for human genes compared to the co-expression of 

their orthologs in worm. The top panel shows the distribution of the gene pairs that share 

functional annotations (described by GO process level 8 (Ashburner et al. 2000) and 

KEGG pathways (Kanehisa et al. 2004)), based on their expression correlations. The x-

axis refers to the correlation of the mRNA expression profiles of human gene pairs and 

the y-axis to the corresponding ortholog pairs in worm. The z-axis (represented as the 

contours) indicates the number of human gene pairs having a correlation ‘x’ and their 

ortholog pairs with a correlation ‘y’. The middle panel shows the distribution of human 

gene pairs and the ortholog pairs that are functionally annotated and do not share any 

functional overlap. The bottom panel represents the ratio of these two plots, corrected by 

prior expectation. This panel therefore presents the log likelihood of gene pairs with a 

particular pattern of expression correlation (‘x’ in human and ‘y’ in orthologs) to be 

functionally correlated, estimated as:  
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where P(I|D) and P(~I|D) are the frequencies of interactions observed in the given data 

set (D) between annotated genes sharing benchmark associations (I) and not sharing 
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associations (~I), respectively, while P(I) and P(~I) represent the prior expectations (the 

total frequencies of all benchmark genes sharing the same associations and not sharing 

associations, respectively). The estimated log likelihood scores are indicators of the 

probable accuracy in determining functional similarity at the specified expression 

correlation.  

 

By extending the process to the other 4 organisms (Plant, Mouse, Fly, and Yeast), 

we identify co-expression patterns of human gene pairs and the ortholog pairs from these 

organisms and their functional similarity (Figure 4.4). Each of these panels have four 

quadrants corresponding to the four likely patterns of mRNA expression correlation; both 

positive, both negative, positive in human and negative in orthologs and vice versa. We 

notice from the scores attached to the contours that the strongest signal occurs in the 

quadrant corresponding to positive correlation in both human and the orthologs. In other 

words, if the human genes co-express and their orthologs also co-express, the genes are 

highly likely to be members of the same pathway. We then apply the estimated LLR 

values from each of the organisms to all the human gene pairs compared with the 

orthologs from that organism based on its expression pattern. Each human gene pair 

therefore has a LLR score and the quadrant from which the score was obtained.  



 

 

 

Figure 4.4 Functional relatedness of co-expression in organisms.  

The four quadrants in each of the panels refer to the 4 possible co-expression 
relationships; positively correlated mRNA co-expression in both the human gene pairs 
and ortholog pairs (PP), negative in both (NN), negative in human and positive in 
ortholog (NP) and vice versa (PN). Each of the panels show that functional relatedness is 
strongest when the human gene pairs and the ortholog pairs are positively correlated in 
their expression (PP quadrant). 
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Figure 4.5 Comparison of the co-expression interactions against the available human 
protein interaction data sets.  

A comparison of the performance of the interaction data sets on the functional annotation 
benchmark reveals the relative quality of each of the data sets. The interactions with 
positive expression correlation between the human gene pairs and the ortholog pairs show 
the maximum signal, while the interactions from the other quadrants are approximately 
random. 
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Figure 4.6 Comparison of interaction data sets 

Comparison of overlap of extracted interactions with the existing data sets shows that 
~60% of the interactions from the present analysis are previously unknown interactions. 
The interactions got from two comparable methods (present analysis and KIM_data) have 
<10% of the interactions in common.
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Figure 4.7 Test of data sets on physical annotation benchmark 

Comparison of the interaction data sets on a physical annotation benchmark reveals the 
robust nature of the extracted interactions in terms of their accuracy and is comparable to 
the accuracy of the existing data sets. 
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Testing co-expressed genes for accuracy 

Each human gene pair has at least one log likelihood score and a maximum of 

five, and the scores are obtained from one of the four quadrants PP (positive in human 

and organism), NP (negative in human and positive in organism), NN (negative in both), 

and PN (positive in human and negative in organism). The gene pairs were sorted by their 

maximum LLR scores, Figure 4.5 is a comparison of the accuracy of the co-expressed 

gene pairs and existing human protein interaction data sets based on a functional 

annotation benchmark (Ramani et al. 2005). Among the existing data sets, Reactome 

(Joshi-Tope et al. 2005) scores the maximum (LLR = 3.8) while BIND (Bader et al. 

2003) (LLR = 2.8), HPRD (Peri et al. 2004) (LLR = 2.1) and Literature mining (Ramani 

et al. 2005) (LLR 2.2) score lower. Most of the conserved co-expression information 

signal is from the gene pairs whose mRNA expression patterns are positively correlated 

for both human gene pairs and their ortholog parirs. The results are also comparable with 

the performance of the interactions from Stuart et al (Stuart et al. 2003). 

 

An alternate test of the co-expressed genes to physically interact (using the 

interactions in Reactome and BIND as the test set, Figure 4.7) shows a trend similar to 

the test on the functional annotation benchmark and indicates the high quality of 

extracted interactions and the robustness of the method. By using HPRD (LLR = 3.8) as 

the threshold, we obtain 9,000 interactions (6,000 from the positive quadrant and 3,000 

from the negative-positive quadrant) from the present analysis and ~25,000 interactions 

from the Stuart et al analysis with comparable accuracy.  
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By combining these to the existing human protein interaction data set of 31,609 

interactions between 7,742 human proteins (Ramani et al. 2005) we obtain a final 

interaction data set of 61,971 interactions between 9,642 proteins. A comparison of the 

overlap of the existing interaction data with the 9,000 interactions from the present 

analysis, and the ~25,000 interactions from the Stuart et al data set shows that ~60% of 

the interactions extracted were previously unknown interactions.  

 

In order to further test the interaction extracted from the present analysis we 

tested the distribution of interactions according to functional categories as annotated in 

the KOG database (Koonin et al. 2004). This is based on the analysis carried out to 

estimate accuracies of large-scale data sets which showed that high quality data sets tend 

to have interactions that share similar functional categories (von Mering et al. 2002). 

Figure 4.8 shows the distribution of the interactions between the 23 KOG categories with 

red squares indicating an enrichment of these categories compared to background, while 

blue squares indicates a lower than background expectation. It is noticeable that most of 

the functional enrichment occurs along the diagonal, indicating that the predicted 

interaction partners tend to be functionally related. The off-diagonal elements that are 

enriched correspond to linked functions like cell cycle control, cell division, chromosome 

partitioning (category D) with replication, recombination and repair (category L). The 

blue values on the diagonal imply the absence of predicted interactions these categories; 

these are also not enriched in the off-diagonal categories.  

 

 



 

 

 

Figure 4.8 Distribution of KOG categories among the extracted interactions 

Analysis of the extracted interactions for functional coherence on the KOG annotation 
shows that interactions tend to share KOG categories as can be seen from the enrichment 
(red squares) of the diagonal. The off diagonals that are enriched correspond to related 
functions, while the blue squares show that the interactions corresponding to these 
categories are not identified by the analysis.
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Clustering and protein function prediction 

By representing the 61,971 interactions between the 9,642 proteins as a 

symmetric matrix of interactions and clustering the proteins based on their vectors of 

interaction partners (see methods) we identify clusters of interacting proteins. The 

integration of interaction information from multiple data sources helps identify specific 

protein functions. These examples show the power of the integration process and also 

reflect on the information content in the final network.  

 

Example1 

The prion protein has received a lot of attention over the past few years due to its 

specific involvement in mad cow disease. Even though numerous studies have been 

conducted on this protein, the biological functions and the resulting pathogenesis of this 

protein in largely unclear. The gene, PRNP, encodes a membrane 

glycosylphosphatidylinositol-anchored glycoprotein capable of forming rod-like 

aggregates and has also been associated with Creutzfeldt-Jakob disease, fatal familial 

insomnia, Gerstmann-Straussler disease, Huntington disease-like 1, and kuru. Recently it 

was demonstrated that mice deficient in complement factors were partially or fully 

protected against prion pathogenesis and it was postulated that complement factors could 

be involved in mediating peripheral prion pathogenesis (Klein et al. 2001; Mabbott et al. 

2001). From our clusters (Table 4.1) we observe a group of complement factors (BF, 

C1S, C1R, C4A, C4B, CR2, CR1, etc.) clustered with PRNP. The presence of APCS, a 

protein known to cause soluble fibrils to condense into localized fibrillar aggregates 

(MacRaild et al. 2004), in the same cluster leads us to believe that complement factors 
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could be important in the development of prion pathogenesis, and that PRNP and APCS 

could be activated and/or regulated by the complement factors to cause prion 

pathogenesis. 
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Gene LocusLink Gene Annotations 

MBL2 4153 
Microfibril; defense/immunity protein; mannose binding lectin;  
extracellular space; immune response; complement activation;  
opsonin; membrane;  

FCN3 8547 microfibril; lectin; extracellular space;  

FCN1 2219 microfibril; plasma protein; calcium ion binding; lectin;  
antimicrobial humoral response (sensu Invertebrata); opsinization; opsonin;  

C1S 716 
calcium ion binding; chymotrypsin activity; complement component C1s activity; 
trypsin activity; complement activation, classical pathway; proteolysis and 
peptidolysis; 

C1R 715 
complement component C1r; chymotrypsin; trypsin; calcium ion binding;  
proteolysis and peptidolysis; immune response; complement activation; 
hydrolase;  

MASP1 5648 chymotrypsin; trypsin; calcium ion binding; proteolysis and peptidolysis;  
complement activation; peptidase;  

MASP2 10747 chymotrypsin; trypsin; calcium ion binding; proteolysis and peptidolysis;  
complement activation; antimicrobial humoral response (sensu Invertebrata);  

SERPING1 710 serpin; extracellular space; complement activation; circulation;  

CACNB3 784 
voltage-gated calcium channel; membrane fraction;  
voltage-gated calcium channel complex; ion transport;  
calcium ion transport; small molecule transport;  

C4A 720 endopeptidase inhibitor; extracellular; regulation of muscle contraction;  
inflammatory response; complement activation;  

BF 629 alternative-complement pathway C3/C5 convertase; chymotrypsin; trypsin;  
proteolysis and peptidolysis; complement activation; hydrolase;  

CR2 1380 complement receptor; transmembrane receptor; plasma membrane;  
immune response; complement activation; integral to membrane;  

ATP5S 27109 mitochondrion; hydrogen ion transporter; proton transport;  
hydrogen-translocating F-type ATPase complex (sensu Eukarya);  

C4B 721 endopeptidase inhibitor; extracellular; regulation of muscle contraction;  
inflammatory response; complement activation;  

C4BPA 722 extracellular space; complement activation;  

CR1 1378 receptor; complement component C3b receptor; integral to plasma membrane;  
complement activation;  

RBMS2 5939 RNA binding; RNA processing; regulation of translation;  
PRNP 5621 metabolism; pathogenesis;  
C4BPB 725 complement activation; blood coagulation;  

APCS 325 
chaperone; acute-phase response protein; structural molecule;  
amyloid protein; plasma protein; plasma glycoprotein; lectin; extracellular 
space;  
DNA packaging; protein folding; protein complex assembly; pathogenesis; 

 

Table 4.1 Cluster example 1 

Prion protein (PRNP) and APCS protein clustered with complement components showing 
the importance of complement components in prion pathogenesis
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Example 2 

In order to maintain genetic fidelity, cells have developed novel repair 

mechanisms to counter errors and damages to the cellular DNA. Recent reports suggest 

that lipids and fatty acids could play a part in cell cycle regulation (Mizushina et al. 

2000), DNA replication, and DNA repair. The observation that nuclear lipids are 

regulated during cell cycle progression indicates that lipases could play a regulatory role 

in DNA repair (Cocco et al. 1999; D'Santos et al. 1999; Benson et al. 2000). We notice 

from our clustering (Table 4.2) that two uncharacterized lipases, LOC221955 and 

C11orf11 (GO terms: enzyme 0003824; triacylglycerol lipase 0004806; lipid metabolism 

0006629) are clustered with a group of DNA repair enzymes, specifically involved in 

double-strand break repair (e.g. RAD50, RAD54L, RAD52, RAD51, RAD51L1, and 

RAD51C). Based on previous observations and our own interaction based clustering 

results we speculate that these uncharacterized lipases could be involved in the regulation 

of DNA repair.  
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Gene LocusLink Gene Annotations 

RAD50 10111 

single-stranded DNA specific endodeoxyribonuclease; regulation of mitotic recombination; 
ATP-binding cassette (ABC) transporter; ATP binding; nucleus; DNA repair; double-strand 
break repair; transport; telomerase-dependent telomere maintenance; meiotic recombination; 
3'-5' exonuclease; membrane;  

RAD54L 8438 DNA binding; ATP binding; nucleus; DNA repair; DNA recombination; meiosis;  
ATP dependent helicase; hydrolase;  

RAD52 5893 DNA binding; nucleus; double-strand break repair; mitotic recombination;  
meiotic recombination;  

RAD51 5888 nucleotide binding; damaged DNA binding; ATP binding; nucleus; DNA repair;  
mitotic recombination; meiotic recombination; DNA dependent adenosinetriphosphatase;  

XRCC2 7516 damaged DNA binding; ATP binding; nucleus; DNA repair; DNA recombination;  
response to DNA damage; meiosis; DNA dependent adenosinetriphosphatase;  

XRCC3 7517 damaged DNA binding; ATP binding; nucleus; DNA repair; DNA recombination;  
response to DNA damage; DNA dependent adenosinetriphosphatase;  

RAD51L1 5890 damaged DNA binding; ATP binding; nucleus; DNA repair; mitotic recombination; meiotic 
recombination; DNA dependent adenosinetriphosphatase;  

RAD51C 5889 nucleotide binding; damaged DNA binding; ATP binding; nucleus; DNA repair;  
DNA recombination; DNA dependent adenosinetriphosphatase;  

RAD51L3 5892 DNA binding; damaged DNA binding; ATP binding; nucleus; DNA repair;  
base-excision repair; meiotic recombination; DNA dependent adenosinetriphosphatase;  

PIR51 10635 double-stranded DNA binding; single-stranded DNA binding; RNA binding;  
nucleus; DNA repair;  

LOC221955 221955 enzyme; triacylglycerol lipase; lipid metabolism;  
C11orf11 747 enzyme; triacylglycerol lipase; lipid metabolism;  

DMC1 11144 
nucleotide binding; damaged DNA binding; ATP binding; nucleus;  
meiotic chromosome; DNA repair; cell cycle; meiosis; meiotic recombination;  
spermatogenesis; oogenesis; DNA dependent adenosinetriphosphatase;  

RAD54B 25788 DNA helicase; RNA helicase; ATP binding; mitotic recombination; oncogenesis;  
meiotic recombination; ATP dependent helicase; hydrolase;  

NALP2 55655 ATP binding; apoptosis;  
XRCC4 7518 double-strand break repair; DNA recombination;  
NPAT 4863 nucleus; 

H2AFX 3014 DNA binding; nucleus; chromosome; nucleosome; nucleosome assembly;  
chromosome organization and biogenesis (sensu Eukarya);  

ATM 472 

regulation of cell cycle; DNA binding; inositol/phosphatidylinositol kinase;  
protein serine/threonine kinase; protein kinase CK2; cAMP-dependent protein kinase; 
nucleus; DNA repair; response to DNA damage; DNA damage response;  
meiotic recombination; signal transduction; transferase;  

RAD17 5884 
DNA replication checkpoint; DNA damage checkpoint; nucleotide binding;  
DNA binding; ATP binding; nucleus; DNA replication factor C complex; DNA replication; DNA 
repair; cell cycle; mitotic checkpoint;  

RRAD 6236 small monomeric GTPase; GTP binding; small GTPase mediated signal transduction  
RAD9 5883 DNA replication checkpoint; DNA damage checkpoint; nucleus; DNA repair;  
HUS1 3364 DNA damage checkpoint; DNA repair;  
RAD1 5810 damaged DNA binding; exonuclease; nucleus; DNA repair; cell cycle;  

Table 4.2 Cluster example 2 

Clustering of LOC221955 and C11orf11 with proteins involved in DNA repair 
machinery indicates the probable involvement of lipases in repair. 
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Example 3 

Shwachman-Diamond syndrome (SDS) is an autosomal recessive disorder, which 

manifests itself through a range of organ dysfunctions. SBDS gene is a member of a 

highly conserved protein family of unknown functions was recently implicated as the 

cause of this genetic disorder, since mutations in this gene or its paralog correlated with 

the occurrence of the disorder (Boocock et al. 2003). Indirect evidence based on studies 

on orthologs of the gene in yeast (YLR022c) and archaeal orthologs suggests the 

involvement of the SBDS gene in RNA metabolism, more specifically as a probable part 

of the exosome or the ribonuclease P complex (Koonin et al. 2001; Wu et al. 2002). We 

observe (Table 4.3) the clustering of the SBDS gene with human proteins known to be 

involved in the exosome and the ribonuclease P complex, indicating that the possible role 

for the SBDS protein in RNA processing would indeed be true. It has been suggested that 

SDS may be caused due to errors in RNA metabolism that is essential for the 

development of the organs that show the pathological features of the disorder. Here, we 

provide further proof that the SBDS gene, implicated in SDS, could indeed be involved in 

RNA processing and the resulting pathology is due to mutations in this gene. 
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Gene LocusLink Gene Annotations 

DIS3 22894 exosome (RNase complex); exonuclease; ribonuclease; nucleus;  
rRNA processing; GDP-dissociation stimulator; hydrolase;  

FLJ20591 54512 3'-5' exoribonuclease; exosome (RNase complex); RNA binding;  
exonuclease; nucleolus; cytoplasm; rRNA processing; hydrolase;  

RRP4 23404 3'-5' exoribonuclease; exosome (RNase complex); exonuclease; nucleus;  
cytoplasm; rRNA processing; 7S RNA binding; hydrolase;  

RRP46 56915 3'-5' exoribonuclease; exosome (RNase complex); RNA binding; exonuclease;  
nucleolus; cytoplasm; rRNA processing; hydrolase;  

RRP40 51010 
3'-5' exoribonuclease; nuclear exosome (RNase complex);  
cytoplasmic exosome (RNase complex); RNA binding; exonuclease;  
rRNA processing; hydrolase;  

SBDS 51119 molecular function unknown;  
MGC19606 92856 protein binding; rRNA processing; nucleolus; 

CDC14B 8555 
protein serine/threonine phosphatase; protein tyrosine phosphatase; nucleus;  
protein amino acid dephosphorylation;  
protein tyrosine/serine/threonine phosphatase; hydrolase;  

RPP38 10557 
structural constituent of ribosome; ribonuclease P; nucleus;  
ribonuclease P complex; ribosome; protein biosynthesis;  
tRNA processing; hydrolase;  

RPP40 10799 ribonuclease P; nucleus; ribonuclease P complex; tRNA processing; hydrolase; 
RPP20 10248 ribonuclease P; nucleus; ribonuclease P complex; tRNA processing; hydrolase; 

RPP30 10556 ribonuclease P; nucleus; ribonuclease P complex; tRNA processing; hydrolase; 

RPP14 11102 RNA binding; ribonuclease P; nucleus; tRNA processing; hydrolase;  

 

Table 4.3 Cluster example 3 

SBDS, the gene involved in Shwachman-Diamond syndrome (SDS) has been suspected 
to be involved in RNA metabolism. The cluster shows the protein along with gene 
involved in RNA metabolism.
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DISCUSSION 

Advantages of expression data categorization and filters 

It has been shown previously that comparison of expression data becomes more 

meaningful if it is restricted to similar conditions and experiments (Lee et al. 2004).  We 

therefore divide the 1,992 human expression experiments into 11 categories and restrict 

the comparison to similar experiments. The statistical significance measure (t-test (Moore 

et al. 2002), see methods) used when comparing the expression vectors takes care of 

sparse vector comparisons. By setting a minimum confidence threshold of p = 0.01 and 

computing the correlation, we make sure that the observed correlation is statistically 

significant. For example if the vector is 100 experiments long and only 50 of these are 

matched in the two genes being compared, the absolute value of correlation has to be at 

least 0.36 for the comparison to be statistically significant at p = 0.01. 

 

Cross-hybridization analysis 

Cross-hybridization occurs when the mRNA probe binds to another spot on the 

microarray instead of its perfect complement spot. This creates both false positives (due 

to mis-binding) and false negatives (due to reduced signal in correct spots). Even though 

cross-hybridization has been observed to occur in microarray experiments, there are no 

systematic methods to filter such effects. Carlson et al (Carlson 2002) experimentally 

identified the cross-hybridization strength of four yeast genes and related them to the 

sequence identities of the genes in the spots they bind to. Using this analysis, we identify 

the hybridization strength for the six organisms used in this analysis and filter such 

potentially spurious interactions. Several studies have shown the impact of cross-
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hybridization on microarray experiments (Kane et al. 2000; Murray et al. 2001; Xu et al. 

2001) and we notice similar results from a PCR based amplification followed by 

microarray hybridization studies of four yeast genes in our analysis of yeast genes 

(Carlson 2002). Genes that cross hybridize tend to have similar expression patterns and 

could therefore be inferred to co-express and therefore interacting. We observe that cross-

hybridization is observed when the two DNA sequences are greater than 70% in sequence 

identity with a BLAST E-value significance less than 10-4. In order to eliminate the 

inclusion of genes that co-express due to cross hybridization and reduce false positive 

rate in identifying protein interactions, we use the filter to exclude genes that share 70% 

identity or more at the nucleotide level with significant E-values.  

 

Comparison of interaction data sets 

The log likelihood estimate has been shown to be a very good measure of data set 

quality and consequently a means to combine them (Lee et al. 2004; Ramani et al. 2005). 

Figures 4.5 and 4.7 compare the accuracy of the interactions from the present analysis 

against existing human protein interaction data sets under a functional annotation 

benchmark and a physical interaction benchmark respectively. Our estimates show that 

the extracted interactions are of comparable quality to existing human protein interaction 

data sets and by testing the quadrants independently, we were able to analyze the signals 

independently and identify, as expected, that most of the information is contained in the 

positive correlation quadrant and that orthologs indeed show conserved co-expression.  

 

A Venn diagram of the overlap in human protein interaction data sets (Figure 4.6) 

shows that even though the methods used in the metagene analysis and the present 

analysis are related, the interactions extracted are very different (the overlap between the 
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interactions from the two is ~10%). This is due to several reasons, importantly, the 

differences in the expression data sets used, the log likelihood framework and the use of 

the In-paranoid algorithm (Remm et al. 2001) for determining the orthologs. While we 

use statistical significance to threshold conserved co-expression, the metagene analysis 

sets an arbitary cutoff of r=0.2 to be significant. The cross-hybridization filter reduces the 

false-positive rate (data not shown) and increases the accuracy of the extracted 

interactions.  

 

Cluster examples 

The clustering approach used here, groups genes based on their similarity in 

shared interactions over the set of 61,971 interactions between 9,642 human proteins. The 

method utilizes the functional terms (GO process level 8 and GO component level 8) to 

control the cluster coherence and ensures more modular clusters. The resulting clusters 

are therefore based on both the shared interactions and functional similarity. It is 

interesting to note that the integration of multiple sources of information (co-expression, 

literature mining, orthology, etc.) enriches the interaction data and provides us with 

interesting examples relevant for experimentalists to pursue. This approach, therefore, 

lends itself as a secondary tool to help understand the physical, functional, and pathway 

level interactions that occur within the cell. The three examples described here show that 

from a network based approach it is possible to identify interesting biological relationship 

and the method lends itself to predicting potential interactions that need experimental 

follow up.  
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Organism Category Number of Experiments 

Human Non-tumor tissue 105 

Human Cell cycle 116 

Human Normal tissue 156 

Human Lymphoma 238 

Human Pathogen 330 

Human Primary tumor 527 

Human Breast cell line 58 

Human Tissue rejection 67 

Human T-cell 68 

Human Development 89 

Human Cell line 168 

Plant - 574 

Worm - 553 

Fly - 170 

Mouse - 113 

Yeast - 645 

Table 4.4  Categorization of mRNA expression data 

mRNA expression data was obtained from the Stanford microarray database and the 
1,992 experiments corresponding to the human arrays split into 11 categories while the 
data for the organisms was treated as single categories.
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MATERIALS AND METHODS 

Gene expression data 

The expression data used in this analysis (Table 4.4) were obtained from the 

Stanford Microarray Database (Ball et al. 2005) using the public search access. The 

human data comprising of 1,992 experiments was divided into 11 categories and 

analyzed separately, while the expression data for other organisms were dealt as single 

categories. Each of the data sets was mean centered and normalized before carrying out 

the correlation comparison. 

 

Orthology information 

The ortholog information was obtained from the In-paranoid database (Remm et 

al. 2001) as MySQL tables consisting of pairs of genes (SwissProt identifiers) 

corresponding to the human protein and its orthologs from the other organism (Plant, 

Worm, Fly, Mouse and Yeast). The SwissProt identifiers for each gene was mapped to 

alternate identifiers, LocusLink id’s (Human), common names (Mouse), WormBase id’s 

(Worm), Locus (Plant), Flybase gene (Fly), and ORF id’s (Yeast). Table 4.5 gives a list 

of number of orthologous genes mapped between the organisms compared.  
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 Plant Worm Fly Mouse Yeast 

Human 
5,820 

4,393 

5,867

6,773 

5,898

7,570 

10,357 

10,378 

2,142

3,513 

 

Table 4.5 Ortholog distribution across 5 organisms 

Distribution of orthologs between human genes and 5 organisms based on the MySQL 
tables got from InParaniod database and after mapping the SwissProt identifiers to the 
organism specific identifiers.



 

Conserved co-expression 

The Pearson correlation coefficient was computed for each pair of human genes 

and the corresponding ortholog gene pairs (Figure 4.1) as, 
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where ‘rxy‘ is the correlation between vectors ‘x’ and ‘y’. This gives 11 correlations 

corresponding to the 11 categories of human expression data sets and one for the 

correlation between the orthologs in the other organism. Paralogs were excluded from 

being compared to each other, as they tend to have similar expression profiles and thus 

high correlation, but result in potential false positives. Correlation significance was 

computed based on t-test statistics 
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Where, ‘r’ is the minimum significant correlation for ‘n’ values in the two vectors 

compared and ‘t’ is the t value at a probability of p = 0.01 from a t-test table (Moore et al. 

2002). Pairs of vectors are tested against this correlation test and are retained if the 

absolute correlation is more than the minimum significant value.  

 

Cross-hybridization Filter 

Carlson et al (Carlson 2002) carried out a cross-hybridization analysis, where, 

four yeast genes (YPL274W, YLR467W, YIR039C, and YKL224) were chosen such that 

on running BLAST with these genes on the yeast genome yielded hits that had identities 

to the query sequence in the range of 50 – 100% and BLAST E-values less than 10-4. The 
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four query genes were amplified using standard PCR techniques and hybridized to a yeast 

cDNA microarray containing ~12,000 spots comprising all the yeast genes and intergenic 

regions. Standard microarray analysis was carried out to quantify hybridization strength 

as the ratio of fluorescence intensities. By plotting hybridization strength against the 

DNA sequence identity of the genes we identified the cross-hybridization cutoff (Figure 

4.9). 

  

Training for functional similarity of gene pairs with correlated expression 

We used the gene annotation information obtained from GO (Ashburner et al. 

2000) process level 8 and KEGG pathways (Kanehisa et al. 2004) to compare gene pairs 

for functional overlap. These databases provide specific pathway and biological process 

annotations for approximately 7,500 human genes, assigning them into 155 KEGG 

pathways (at the lowest level of KEGG) and 1,356 GO pathways (at level 8 of the GO 

biological process annotation). The annotations were randomly separated into testing and 

training data sets (3,696 genes in the training set and 3,694 genes in the testing set). The 

expression correlation of the human genes was plotted along the x-axis and the 

correlation of the orthologous genes plotted along the y-axis (Figure 4.3). The number of 

gene pairs that showed a particular expression pattern was plotted on the z-axis with peak 

heights corresponding to the number of gene pairs with that pattern of correlation in 

expression. Gene pairs that shared functional annotations were counted and plotted 

independent of gene pairs that did not share functional annotations (top and middle panel 

respectively). The log ratio of the number of genes that shared functional annotations at a 

particular correlation of human genes and the alternate organism to the number of genes 

that did not share functional annotations at the same correlation in the two organisms 

corrected to prior estimate (got from a comparison of all annotated genes) gave the log 
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likelihood estimate of the genes to be functionally related at a particular cross correlation 

(bottom panel). 

 

Estimation of enrichment protein interactions corresponding to specific functions 

The top interactions from each quadrant that scored better than HPRD were 

estimated for their similarity in KOG categorization (Koonin et al. 2004). A matrix with 

the KOG categories as the column and row identifiers was created, with each cell 

representing the number of interacting human gene pairs that share the KOG categories 

corresponding to the row and column. By taking the log of this value corrected to the 

background estimate of two random genes sharing the category we estimate the 

enrichment of these categories in the interaction data (Figure 4.8). We cluster the results 

of the KOG analysis by using cluster (Eisen et al. 1998) and view them using the 

treeview software (Eisen et al. 1998). 

 



 

 

 

Figure 4.9 Estimation of cross-hybridization.  

A microarray based analysis of four yeast genes (YPL274W, YLR467W, YIR039C, and 
YKL224) to identify a relationship between DNA sequence identity and mRNA cross-
hybridization shows that when the DNA sequence identity is 70% or lower, the cross-
hybridization is negligible. Adapted from (Carlson 2002).
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Clustering the genes by their interactions 

From the 61,972 interactions between 9,642 human proteins, we create a 

symmetric matrix, with rows and columns corresponding to the 9,642 proteins and the 

values corresponding to the LLR scores of the interaction between the proteins in the 

respective and row and column. Using a modified form of cluster (Eisen et al. 1998), 

Xcluster (Xcluster) we perform a hierarchical clustering of the matrix. Based on the GO 

ontologies of the proteins (process level 8 and component level 8) we test the clusters at 

different thresholds for cluster coherence (Lee et al. 2004) and modularity (Lee et al. 

2004). We identify examples based on a manual estimation of the functional similarity 

and interaction shared by the proteins in the clusters.  
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Chapter 5:  Conclusions 

In conclusion, in order to prepare for attempts to map the set of human protein 

interactions we sought to consolidate known interactions and to establish measures of 

accuracy that are useful for the evaluation and integration of upcoming data sets.  We 

established two benchmarks for assessing the quality of large-scale human protein 

interaction data sets, providing quantitative measures useful for the testing and 

integration of interaction data. Using these benchmarks, along with available and mined 

interactions we assembled an integrated data set of 61,971 interactions between 9,642 

human proteins, forming a framework for the interpretation of human functional 

genomics data.  

 

Table 1.1 shows the distribution of human protein interaction data sets available 

in the public domain and comprises of ~12,000 interactions between ~3,500 human 

proteins. Using the present analysis, we have more than quadrupled the number of human 

protein interactions available in the public domain (61,971 interactions) and almost 

tripled the coverage in terms of the number of proteins in the network (9,642 human 

proteins). We estimate these interactions form less than 20% of the human interactome, 

based on our projection of 15 interactions per protein for the 25,000 human proteins, 

setting the stage for future efforts to map the complete human network of protein 

interactions.  

 

Figure 5.1 shows a visualization of the current status of the human interactome, 

with each of the proteins represented as spherical nodes and the interactions as edges 

between them. Initial clustering of the network based on their interactions shows that the 
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network is rich in biological information and can be used to identify and strengthen 

relationships between proteins.  

 

From the present work, certain aspects can be identified as critical in building a 

comprehensive human interactome. The foremost issue is the need to standardize human 

gene annotations and naming conventions. The ID-serve database, which maps the 

relationship between different gene identifiers, should be updated regularly (probably 

once a year) to maintain latest versions of the annotations. It would be prudent to keep 

track of the changes in these identifiers to facilitate easier comparison of data sets that 

use different versions of the annotations. The dictionary of human protein identifiers 

should also be updated and the protein name identification/co-citation algorithms should 

be run periodically to extract new interactions. Changes to the existing training data and 

algorithms can be used to identify protein sub-cellular localization, post-translation and 

post-transcription modifications, alternate splice variants, etc. 

 

On the data acquisition side, many of the genome context methods used for yeast 

have not been used for the human genome to identify protein-protein interactions. 

Phylogenetic profiles (Pellegrini et al. 1999), and rosetta stones (Marcotte et al. 1999) 

have provided valuable information to the yeast interactome. It would be relatively easy 

to scale these methods to identify human protein protein interactions. Experimental data 

is still sorely lacking and large companies hold most of the existing data privately. A 

public effort in setting up a human interactome consortium (similar to the human genome 

consortium) would certainly be of huge benefit. This would help bring research centers 

with varied expertise together and tackle the human interactome problem from multiple 

angles. The initial focus should be on scaling existing experimental techniques, yeast 
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two-hybrid and mass spectrometry in particular, to tackle the human proteome and 

duplicate the privately held data. Computational techniques can be used for both 

generating new data and to analyze and combine existing data to create human protein-

protein interaction networks. With advances in network biology and clustering methods, 

the human interactome can be dissected in various ways to identify biological 

information and also re-create the complexity of the human cellular systems and 

processes.   

 

We, hope that the benchmarks, accuracy estimation method, and the statistical 

integration framework developed here will help consolidate future large-scale data sets 

and lead us to a more comprehensive human protein-protein interaction network. Existing 

networks for yeast (Jansen et al. 2003; Lee et al. 2004), C. elegans (Li et al. 2004), and 

D. melanogaster (Giot et al. 2003) show the utility of these networks in deciphering 

cellular systems and the complex relations between them. A human interactome with a 

similar scale of coverage will aid in getting a better understanding of the interplay 

between the human pathways and systems and hopefully provide us with solutions to 

questions we currently face.  

 

 

 



 

Figure 5.1 human protein-protein interaction network 

Visualization of the human protein interaction network of 61,971 interactions between 
9,642 human proteins, with the proteins represented as nodes and interactions represented 
as edges.
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